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p n E }' ACE. 

PROBABLY at no period in England has art in its various reln
tions been so intelligently illustrated and so fully investi
gated as during the last ten years. The numerous exhibitions 
of works of art, both in this country and on the Continent, 
have doubtless partly contributed to this result; and with 
increased development of ~ th~~e has sprung up at the 
same time an earnest desire to investigate the principles of 
ancient art in its va:ious productions, and to trace the dif
ferent phases through which it has pMSed before it attained 
its highest degree of excellence. Every department of art, 
both ancient and medireval, has found its expositor or histo
rian; and the amateur or student who desires to make him
self acquainted with the painting, sculpture, or pottery of 
ancient or medireval times, can at once be referred to able 
treatises which will furnish him with the fullest information .-
on those and kindred subjects. But there is one department 
of art in which the ancients peculiarly excelled, and of which 
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IN'rRODUCTION. 
101 

ON THE STUDY OF ANTIQUE GEMS. 

ALL persons who have had any practical acquaintance with 
the subject of Antique Gems are agreed as to the important 
assistance which this class of relics of ancient art affords to 
the artist, the antiquary, and the historian, in their respective 
departments. In the first point of view, these small yet 
indestructible monuments preserve to us exact representations 
of the most celebrated works of the ancient sculptor, long 
since either destroyed, or else lost to the world. There is no 
doubt that every ancient statue, either of especial sanctity, 
or of great celebrity on account of its artistic merit, was 
faithfully reproduced in the miniature work of the gem
engraver, with that honesty of treatment so justly pointed 
out by Goethe in the passage hereafter to be quoted. Thus, 
in the poetical description, by Christodorus, of the seventy
two antique masterpieces in bronze that adorned the Gym
nasium of Zeuxippus in the 6th century, the choicest selections 
from the plunder of the Hellenic world, we recognisEi at the 
first glance the originals of many of the representations only 
preserved to our times by the means of their copies on gems 
of a slightly later period than that of their own production. 
The Apoxyomen08 of Callicrates, which was pronounced the 
" Canou " or model of statuary in bronze, but which, together 
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xii INTRODumION. 

with almost all the other works in that metal, has perished in 
the times of barbarism, is allowed by all archreologists to 

have been the original of the famous intaglio in the Marl
borough cabinet, an athlete using the strigil, itself also 
classed amongst the finest engravings known. The Apollo 
Delphicus too, supporting his lyre upon the head of a Muse 
by his side, a subject often reproduced without any variation, 
and usually in work of the greatest excellence, is incontest
ably the copy of some very famous and highly revered statue 
of this deity, then in existence. Again, amongst the Mertens
Scha.a.fhausen gems my attention was attracted by a singular 
design, the same god armed with his bow and arrows in his 
one hand, and with the other holding the fore-feet of a stag 
standing erect: the whole composition betokening an archaic 
epoch. There can be small doubt but that this little Bard 
has handed down to us a faithful idea of the bronze group by 
the early statuary Canachus, which from its singularity was 
accounted the chief ornament of the Didymeon at Athens: 
an Apollo thus holding a stag, the hind feet of which were 
80 ingeniously contrived by means of springs and hinges in 
the toes, that a thread could be passed between them and 
the base on which they rested, a mechanical tour de force 
thought worthy by Pliny of particular mention. 

Apollo 0(' CllJlacbu.: Roman. ~ard 

In the same manner we obtain representations of note
worthy edifices long since reduced by time into heaps of 
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rior, carefully made out in their minutest details; the obscure 

subject of the construction of the ancient trireme has been 

principally elucidated by the representations thus handed 

down to our times, whilst the various exercises, scenes, and 

games of the palmstra, the theatre, and the circus, will be 

found abundantly illustrated by the most instmctive examples. 

To take but a single instance out of the innumerable list 
that might be quoted, the hydraulis and the modA of per
forming upon it, of which no accurate notion can be extracted 

from the long and obscure description of its construction 

given by Vitmvius, are both plainly shown upon a plasma of 

Roman date, lately in the Herz Collection, but since fortu
nately secured for the British Museum. 

Visored Helm .. : EtruocaD. Bani. 

Again, if we consider these gem-pictures in their relation 

to classic mythology and fable, we shall discover many ob

scure accounts left us by ancient writers on these heads, to be 

eked out and rendered intelligible by the means of these 

authentic remains of the creeds and ideas to which they 

refer; instances of which will be met with plentifully diffused 

throughout the course of these pages. Thus, the new re
ligions of mixed origin that flourished under the Roman 

Empire, the Mithraic, the later Egyptian, and the various 

forms of Gnosticism, cannot be properly studied withOllt a 

constant reference to these genuine illustrations of their 

doctrines; since the only written documents concerning them 
have been transmitted to UB by either ignorant or prejudiced 
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besides gods, heroes, and emperors, other world.famed per 

sonages, poets, philOlOphers, and warriors; portraits of whom, 

as not occurring necessarily upon medals, we should otherwise 

be entirely deprived of, or else have the want but inade. 

quately supplied by a defaced or dubious b1l8t or statue. 

And the intaglio possesses a most important advantage over 

the medal in the perfect indestructtuility of its impress, which 

no time, no wear can efface; and nothing destroy, except the 

utter comminution olthe stnne.itself. Medals, on the contrary, 

from tbe high relief of their· surface, and the unavoidable 

friction of ~merce, as well as from ihe action of the earth 

upon them, frequently disappoint our expectation 88 to the 

eft"ectiveness of tbe portrait they bear impressed; and besides 

this, they were seldom executed with the same degree of care 

as the costly intaglio cui on the valuable gem for the signet of 

the sovereign himself, or of that person of undying name whose 

" connterfeit presentment" it has preserved w remotest ages. 

But all the pleasures and advantages to be reaped from 

this study have been admirably set forth by the "many.aided" 

Goethe, in his observationS on the collection of Hemsterhuis, 

of which I subjoin a translation, as a most complete snm

mary of all that can be said on the subject, and a most 

suitable conclusion w these prefatory remarks. 

Before this, however, a few words may be permitted upon 

the causes of the decline of the taste for antique gems in our 

own age; for it is a singular fact, considering how completely 

this taste had become extinct in England during the last forty 

years, that at no previous period had it prevailed w such an 

extent, both here and in the other parts of Europe, as during 

the last half of the preceding century and the commence. 

ment of the present. Never before had camei of impor

tance fetcbed such extraordinary prices (witness the fragment 

ascribed w Apollonides, and purchased by the Duke of 
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the amateurs of northern climes; and where a sufficient 
amount of knowledge to avoid any very damaging mistakes 
may be obtained with but little trouble, or natural sagacity, 
or acquired experience. It is satisfactory to observe how 
much more at present the attention of collectors is again 
being directed towards these little monuments of perfect 
taste, treasures only to be truly appreciated by the educated 
and practised eye; and how rapidly the mania is ebbing for 
the acquisition of the Gothic monstrosities 80 much sought 
after a few years ago. Now, when collections are brought to 
the hammer, the most ardent competition is displayed for the 
possession of the elegant art of the Renaissance as manifested 
in ita majolica and hronzes; and thus the public taste is 
insensibly led back to the fountain-head of that very school 
-the study of the actual productions of classic timefl. This 
is shown by the great rise in the value of antique statuettes 
whenever they are offered for sale-objects in which is often 
displayed. the utmost perfection of antique skill; and from the 
love of these a fresh appreciation of the importance of 
antique gems is rapidly springing up, as the vigorous com
petition amongst amateurs for the best gems of the cabinets 
lately disposed of abundantly testifies. 

l'r"llloB\heua mlA.lna Man: Cameo. uoyz. 
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Amymone: Early Greek. SanS. 

GOETHE ON THE STUDY OF ANTIQUE GEMS. 

"This estimable man (Hemsterhuis) had been led to 
strive indefatigably after both the Moral as regards the soul, 
and the Tasteful as regards the senses; and this with a 

sagacious a.cuteneBB peculiar to himself. If a pe1'8on is to be 
thoroughly imbued with the former, then ought he always to 
be surrounded by the latter; hence for a private person who 

cannot go to the expense of large collections, but who yet is 
unable to dispense with his accustomed enjoyment of art, even 
when on a joumey,-for such a person a cabinet of engraved 

gems is in the highest degree desirable; he is everywhere 
accompanied by the most delightful of all things, one that 
is precious and instructive without being burdensome, whilst 
he enjoys without interruption the most noble of a.ll his POB

seBBions. 
" But to attain this end it is not enough merely to will it; 

for the carrying it out, besides the money, opportunity above 
all things is required. This last was not wanting to our 
friend: living as he did upon the passage between England 

and Holland, by keeping watch upon the perpetual com-
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xxxii INTRODUCTION. 

observation, has not been enabled to practise his eye suffi

ciently, and has proceeded in his operations chiefly ac('ording 
to his inclinations and his prejudices. In fine, on considering 
the matter with exactneB8, this holds good of all kinds or 

collections, and every po8Be880r of one will be re.ady to own 
that he has paid many a heavy apprentice fee for experieure 
before his eyes have been opened." 

Aleu.oder. Reverae. Venut ,and Apollo. Lapi,.lazuU. 
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Pnnt ildDnna the W1.o@.tJd Bull: Earl,. Alllyl"ian. l..nn~wo@. 

A SKETCH 
OF 

THE HISTORY OF GEM-ENGRAVING. 

IT is a curious fact that whilst the ancient mythologists have 
ascribed to some particnlar divinity or hero the invention 
of every usernl or ornamental art, and of the instrumenta em
ployed therein (as the loom to Minerva, the saw and auger to 
DlI!dalus, the working in metal with the hammer and the anvil 
to Cinyras the Cyprian, the lathe to Theodorus of Samos), 
they shonld have left unrecorded the inventor of the various 
processes of gem-engraving, a thing too so supremely im
portant in their estimation, from ita subservience to the uses 
of public and private life, as much as to those of taste and 
ornament. This silence on the part of the Greek my tho
graphers, always ready as they were to claim for their own 
countrymen the credit of every discovery or invention in 
science or manufactures, even when evidently due to foreigners 
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classes of the inhabitants of that. land, the fountain-head of 
European civilization. 

I. Los-I.-, .. Pnaom.of 
Th .. 'h ..... lll. 

Hitherto, however, we ha"e come upon no traces, in 
these earliest signets, of the true process of gem-engraving, 
for all the designs they bear have been carved by means 
of some cutting instrwn~~t upon a comparatively soft 
material-the earliest Assyrian cylinders being of Serpentine, 
the Egyptian scarabs of clay or Steaschist. The invention 
of this most beautiful art is undoubtedly due to the seal
engravers of Nineveh, shortly before' the reign of Sargon, 

the date at which cylinders first appear made out of 
the "Hard Stones" -Crystal, Onyx, Agate,--charged with 
engravings executed precisely in the style of the archaic 
Greek intagli, and marked by the same minuteness of detail 

and elaborateness of finish. Amongst these, the signet of 
Sennacherib may be quoted as an example most fully illus

trative of this assertion; for it is made of one of the hardest 

substances known to the lapidary, the Amazon-stone, and 
bears an intaglio which by its extreme minuteness and the 
precision of the drawing displays tho excellence to which the 
art had already attained, indicative of the long practice of 
the artist capable of such a work. Cylinders of nearly equal 
merit to this, and a large number of fair execution, done in 
the same style and by the same perfected process, continued 
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to elegant luxury. This age gives us for the first time the 
portraits of princes, whose likenesses now occupy the gem in 
the place of that of the national deity; and from many 
allusions of ancient authors (hereafter to be noticed), it would 
appear that the usual signet of any personage of importance 
was the likeness of himself. The example of this substitution 
was probably set by Alexander, and connected with his own 
assumption of divinity, which will also explain his restriction of 
the privilege of engraving his sacred portrait to Pyrgoteles, the 
first artist of the day in that branch; for the numerous heads 
of this hero now extant are almost invariably of much later 
date, and belonging to the times of the Roman empire, when 
they used to be worn as amulets. With his age also begins 
the series of camei, the earliest known being the grand 
Odescalchi Sardonyx of Ptolemy and Berenice, evidently a 
contemporary work. Before this time, to judge from the 
confused expressions of Theophrastus, the Sardonyx had been 
almost unknown to the Greeks, and apparently S11Pposed to 

be an artificial composition of the Indian jeweller. 

Demot.r1lle 8oU!Ir. Bard 

l'hus the art went on in its rapid progress to its culminat
ing point, its professors ranking high amongst the artists of 
the day, and their works deemed worthy of commemoration by 

the court-poets, as the Galene of Tryphon sung by Addreus. 
They were patronised by the greatest princes; Mithridates 
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department of portraits. Under the patronage of Mmcenas 

flourished Dioscorides, Solon, Aulns, Gnaeus; all the talent 

of Greece; either attracted to the metropolis of the world 88 

offering the most promising field for their genius, or elae 

originally brought there as the freedmen of those nobles whose 

family names they assumed on manumission. Now became 

universal the practice of the engraver placing his signature upon 

his best works, a convincing testimony to the high estimation 

in which that class was held, in this permission to commemo

rate themselves upon the ornaments of the highest personages. 

NeNl4 a.n4 Hippocampi. Cameo. 

'fhis also is the age, par-eminence, of camei, whether portraits 

or groups, or single figures; for those that can with certainty 

be assigned to the pure Grecian period are of extreme rarity. 
The regular intercourse now established with the interior of 

Asia supplied the Sardonyx, and that in pieces of a size and 

beauty not attainable in modem times. To Severns inclusive 

it may be said that the best works of the Roman school are 

cameo portraits of the emperors and their relations. 

During these two centuries the trade of making Pastes was 

also carried on to an enormons extent to meet the require

ments of the poorer classes, who could neither dispense with 

80 necessary an ornament, nor yet afford the cost of an 

engraved gem of any merit, and thns were enabled to gratify 

taste or vanity at a very trifling outlay. This business throve 

amazingly, and has left ns innumerable relics of the extra-
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come again into as general request as during the ages pre
ceding the Macedonian Conquest, which have left us such 
stores of cylinders and Assyrian seals. During the long rule 
of the Parthians (a truly Turkish race), that region had 
indeed been singnlarly barren in engraved stones; it may be 
said entirely so; so dubious are any intagli that can be re

ferred to the Arsacidm. But on the contrary, the four cen
turies of the revived Persian empire have left to us abundant 
memorials of their sovereigns and their religion, in works 
somewhat rude it must be confessed, but still far leBS so than 
the contemporary monuments of effete Western civilization, 
and extremely valuable historically from the legends that 
surround the regal portrait, expressing his name and high
sounding titles. Barbarous as the style of most of these 
intagli is, and coarsely as the lines are sunk into the 
stone, there is a force and individuality of expression about 
many of them which display the engraver's appreciation of 
the true principles of his art. This claBS is continued down 
quite to the Mohammedau Conquest in the 7th century, and 
then suddenly comes to an end simultaneously with the 
dynasty whose features it had 80 long perpetuated. 

Late Saq&nian Portrait; ptubaps CblJ.,'Qt"1I 11. Caloedouy. 

Their place is taken by the only forms permitted by the 
religion of the conquerors,-elegant Cuphic inscriptions af
ranged in cyphers wrought in a neat and precise manner 
upon the choicest stones. The demand fOf these signets 
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correctly drawn, are nevertheless much inferior to those of 

the contemporary Italian school, the last of whom, Pistrucci, 

survived till within a few years. With him and Girometti at 

Rome the art may be said to have expired, as far as regards the 

execution of works displaying equal genius and commanding 

similar prices with the chefs-d'oouvre of painting and sculp

ture. Even at Rome all that survives of this once so nume
rous profession are a few mechanics rather than artists, who 

manufacture the cameo Onyx studs so largely purchased by 

the visitors,-mere trade articles, finished oft' by the dozen at 

the lowest possible expenditure of time and labour; some 

who still forge to order the mediocre antique intagli; and, the 

only class making any pretension to taste and skil1, the cutters 
of camei in shell. Thus the art of engraving designs upon hard 

and precious materials may be said now to have closed its 

career of thirty centuries in the same phase in which it started 

at the first dawn of civilization, when the Egyptian first 

fashioned his scarab out of the soft stesschist, his first e88aY 

being a work in relief, intended for stringing on the necklace 

or bracelet; so in our times the Roman shell-camei, of an 

equally valueless substance, and designed for similar orna

ments, alone preserve a faint shadow of the departed glories 

of the glyptic art.1 

I The different subjects touched will be found given at length under 
upon in this sketch, with the au- their respective heads in the follow
thoritillll for the various statements, iug chapters. 
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8ocratell. (\uyz. 

Jist anlt ~tScriptitJll .of m.o.oltrots. 1 

Ao 1JI00l of !he IIt'IIl5 bere Kinn bav. "'>en ",I .. ted from Ibe lI .... teo .. Sch .. n,&UJeo Cabln.l. 
il ball only been coOl,Iden!d --17 to d •• ignat.e tboae introduced from olber IIOUrees. 

)'.&0': 

!.ion', head, .ignt!t of Theodorus:1 Archaic Greek. Sard (Rhodes). (p. 168.) Tttl~ 
Agave: Cameo. Plasma. A splendid example of the Roman style in flat relief iii 
Plato: contemporary work. Sard (Rhodes). This rare portrait has 8 marked 

individuality of upre&llion, which, in addition to the Psyche-wings attached 
behind the ear, sufficiently distinguish it from the heads of the Indian Bac
chus (see next No.). It is worked 011t very carefully in a flat .tyle upon 
a pale Sard, and belongs to a much earlier period than the siguet of Saufeius, 
the portrait upon which it identifies in a most striking mauner. To this 
most interesting intaglio we CIIn apply in their fullest extent the words 
of Winckelmnnn (Pierr .. Gmve"es, p. 420) speaking of a similar, if not 
the same, gem-" La gmvure de cette pierre est fort antiqu~, et ell. est 
C:lecutce avec gmnde fineaIC ; elle pnrait si antique qu'on la croirait faite du 
temsde Platou meme" (See Mon. 10ed. ill. pl. 169) xi 

Apollo of Canachus: Homan. Sard. xii 
Vizored Helmet: Et\"llscaD. Sard. niii 
MncedoniRn, or Syro-Macedonian, Helmet. Agate xviii 
Prometheus making Man: Cameo. Onyx (Rhodes). xxiii 
Amymone: Early Greek. Sard. The pitcher in hl'l' hand signifies the gift of 

the fountain of Lemn by Neptune, nod which gushed from the rock struck 
by the trident xxiv 

1 Where no ocale I. attached Ibe gemo bave 
been drawn to (wloe Ibe dlan.eter of Ibe orI
ginal.; the only way to produce the lime 1m
preulon of magnitude upon Ibe eye as tb. 
cast ItlCiC from the Intaglio creaw. by 110 
.pb.rlcal pf1\!ecUOD. Tbl. 18 tbe reason wby 
drawlnga of gemllf made ex""Uy to tbe lIC4Ie of 
tbe orlglnala "Iwayo appear much dlmlnl.bed, 
for thoUSb the ou Ulne of the ligures remalno 

equal In beth, no allowance bu beeo made Cor 
tb18 proJecUoo, amounting often to half & dia
meter, wbere the work I. 10 blgb relief. 

• Or perhaps Theumenes. Combe glv .. 
(PI. 18. No. X), a dracbma of CnIdI11l, with Lbe 
lype of a 1100', bNd In & p ..... t.ely similar 
.tyl., and over IL Ibe magistrale's name 
8EYJllE •.•• 
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ANCIENT GEMS. 

SECTION I.-MATERIALS. 

SOURCES WHENCE GEMS WERE OBTAINED BY 
THE ANCIENTS. 

BEFORE we enter upon the consideration of the intagli and 
camei themselves, and of the various styles of art which they 
present, it will be more appropriate to give a brief descrip
tion of the different sorts of gems upon which they usually 
are found, t~ point out their respective characters, and at the 
same time to identify, as far as can be done, the Elpecies of 
stones principally employed by the ancients for these works; 
and to distinguish them from those only known to modem 
engravers, or at least more generally used by the latter than 
by the artists of antiquity. The sources whence they were 
obtained will be separately noticed under each head, but a 
most suitable introduction to this section will be the elegant 
description given by Dionysius Periegetes of the trade in 
precious stones carried on by the Orientals early in our era ; 
for, although the date of his poem is disputed, yet his allu-
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IG MATERIALR. SZCI'. I. 

of the Romans, a name also given to native verdigris, from 

its use as a solder for gold work. Nero, as patron of the 

Green Faction, in one of his fits of extravagance cansed the 

Circus to be strewn with the powder of this valuable ore, 
instead of the ordinary sand. Antique camei in Malachite, 

though extremely rare compared with the frequency of 

modern works in this material, nevertheless do exist. 

Amongst the Pulsky gems is a most lovely bust of a Bac

chante, of the best period of Roman art, still retaining in 
portions the thin hard patina. of brown oxide, with which its 

surface was entirely encrusted when it came into the hands of 

the present owner-a. convincing proof of the ages that must 

have elapsed since its concealment in the earth. 

f'lOmed~ &Ild UIY'~. carry1DA off the r&1:a.dtUDl: Oreco.ltallao. A •• te. 

JASPERS. 

TaS {Joils /Cal T~JI rOU7l'IJI l~0J1 7npl x~Ipl ~olCljuns 

TaS fL~JI dllo7l'Jln~iJl TOJlai X>'07J/c0fLfflJl. 

Anthcl. ix. 750. 

" You '11 deem this j8Bper, deftly graved with cows, 
A grassy mead where breathing cattle browse." 

Of this stone the green semi-transparent kind 8 was con

sidered the most valuable by the Romans, and· to this sort 

I This was the" Jasper" properly lucet Jaspis." Pliny goes on to 
80 cnlled in the lapidary's language notice its former high estimation 
of the times: "Viret et srepe trans- and subsequent neglect. 
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SECT.!. EMEHALDS. 37 

and well known, chiefly in two places-in Cyprus in the 
copper-mines, and in the island that lies over against Cal
cedon. In the latter spot they find the more peculiar speci
mens-for this species of gem is mined after, like other 
metals-and rodsl are made of it in Cyprus, quite by itself, 
and that too in great numbers. But few are met with of 
sufficient size for a signet-stone, since most of them are too 

small, for which reason they use it for the soldering of gold, 
for it solders quite as well as the Chrysocolla; and some 

even suspect both to be of the same nature, as they are cer
tainly both exactly alike in colour. Chrysocolla, however, is 
abundantly found both in gold-mines and still more so in 
('opper-mines, as in those of Stobre. But the Emerald, on 

the contmry, is rare, as we have observed, and it appears to 
be produced from the J naper; for it is said that once there 
was found in Cyprus a stone of which the one half was 
Emerald, the other half Jasper-as being not yet completely 
transformed by the action of the. fluid. There is a peculiar 
mode of working up this gem-so as to give it lustre, for in 
its native state it has no brilliancy." 

UIJ'mPlC ytctor: Et.ruaca.n Emernld. 

I Probably these are the cylindri pendants so often seen in antique 
of the Romans, the long and slender works. 
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MATERIALR. 

1&1''' 01' Pala8mon: GNCO-Jtah&D. Beryl 

BERYL . 

.. An Indian beryl erst, great Tryphon's skill 
Has bent my stubborn nature to his will, 
And taught me Galatea's form to bear, 
And spread with gentle hands my Howing hair. 
Mark how my lips Hoat o'er the watery plain, 
My swelling breasts the charmed winds constrain ; 
Freed from the envious gem that yet enslaves, 
Thou 'It see me sport amid my native waves." 

SECT. I. 

ADDAms,. Anthol., ix. 544. 

The Beryl is of little value at the present day, both in con
sequence of its extreme softness and of the abundance in 
which it is now produced in many parts of the world, and 
that, too, ~ften in masses of enormous magnitude, whose 
size reminds one of the monstrous Smaragdi spoken of by 
Theophrastus and Apion. In the British Museum are two 
Beryls from Acworth, New Hampshire, one of the weight of 
48 lbs., the other of 83 lbs. This stone is of the same che
mical constitution as the Emerald, the basis of both being 

glucine in almost the same proportion, but it is much softer, 
and yields to the file . 

• Addams was an Alexandrian epigram, therefore, fixes the date of 
poet under the firHt Ptolemics. This the engraver 'l'ryphon. 
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SECT. I. AMETHYST. 41 

form of ancient transparent stones), and thence concludibg 
that a clear piece of glass of the same shape would produce 
the same effect. Thus the observer by induction was led to 
apply a similar fact to that of Nero's use of his Emerald 
lorgnette to the working-out of a most important result; 
through the happy thought tIiat the marvellous effect was 
due not to the material, but to the shape of the stone. 

-------....... 

\ 

\ 
I 
I 

AME'fHYST. 

A' ~,8os (rT' ap.itJvUTos, fY6, /1'0 .. .was ~,6I'Vuos 

~ IIIjCPflll 'lrEtU" ",' ~ ~ET'" JU8v~",. 
Allth. ix. 748 • 

.. On wineless gem I toper Bacchus reign ; 
Stone, learn to drink, or teach me to abstain." 

The common Amethyst is only crystal coloured purple by 
manganese and iron. 'fhe deeper the tint, the less brilliant 
is the stone; for which reason the ancient engravers preferred 
the light-coloured variety, which of all gems, next to the 
Jacinth, possesses the greatest lustre. This pale kind was 
supposed by Lessing and many others to be the Hyacinthus 
of Pliny, which, according to him, differs from the Amethyst, 
u inasmuch 8.8 the violet splendour of the Amethyst is diluted 
in this gem, and, so far from filling the eye, does not even 
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SBCT. I. TOURMALINE-A V EN'l'URINE-OBSIDIAN. 63 

mans; but its inferior hardness, only equal to that of quartz, 
controverts this theory. On the olive-coloured sort I have 
met with intagli, but all modern; in fact, the Tourmaline was 
not known in Europe before the last century. 

A VENTURINE. 

The Sandaresus, an Arabian stone, classed by Pliny among 
the Carbunculi, seems to have been our Aventurine, for he 
deRCribes it as full of golden stars shining through a trans
parent substance, not from the surface, but from within the 
body of the stone. The true Aventurine, or Goldie-stone, is 
a brownish semi-transparent quartz, full of specks of yellow 
mica. It is very hard, and takes a high polish: in the last 
century it was of considerable value, but now is altogether 
neglected. The common sort, so often seen in Italian orna
ments, is a composition made by stirring brass filings into 
melted glass, and is said to have been discovered by accident, 
"per aventura," whence the name Aventurine. 

OBSIDIAN. 

Pliny describes the Obsidian as a stone found in ..:Ethiopia 
by a certain Obsidius, who gave it his own name. It was 
very black, and sometimes transparent. Used as slabs to 
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SECT. I. IMPRESSIONS OF INTAGLI IN TERRA-COTTA. 81 

circumstantial story at their fingers' ends to give a false 
value to whatever they may have to dispose of: these em
bryo pastes, therefore, may either have been collected singly, 
if antique, or else recently made to order for the antiquity 
market by some glass-worker j but supposing this statement 
as to the provenance of the hoard to be essentially true, we 
should have here a very interesting example of the first 

processes of this curi01l8 manufacture. Many years ago a 
specimen, beyond all suspicion of forgery, of a globule of 
paste prepared for the matrix came under my notice, though 
at the time its object was unexplained; a lenticular piece of 
dark-blue glass, rough as when cast, and looking like a dark 
flat pebble, was found. together with a large Carnelian, cut 
ready for setting but unengraved, and a silver ring set with 
a rude intaglio of Mars in red Jasper, all deposited beneath 
a large stone in the rui1l8 of a Roman building in the Broad
way, Caerleon. 

Seale of tJennacherlb and SabllCC'I I I. 

IMPRESSIONS OF IN1'AGLI IN TERRA-COTTA. 

Impressions of intagli on small pieces of burnt clay of the 
. same fonn as the gems are not unfrequent in collections. 
Those discovered so abundantly amongst Assyrian remains, 
bearing the impress of the royal seal (and in one most inte
resting case given by Layard, that of the coteropomry king of 

a 
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SBCT. I. ROCK-CRYSTAL. 91 

Crystal heated and plnnged into the tinctnre of cochineal, be
comes a Rnby; into a mixture of tnrnesole and saffron, a 

Sapphire; and so on for the rest, always 888Uming the colonr 

the tincture inb) plunged. Or l?nd 

be obtained the crystal fOl? 

l?l?irits of tnrpentml?? with a metallil? the 
nl?{luired tint. I mnch more the 

ancients employed the more simple method now 80 much in 
use, and to which most of the Carbuncles of the London shops 

are due, and that is to cut the crystal to the proper form, and 

painting its back the required colour, 80 to set it in the piece 

jewellery. Thl? tz,ncient gems l?et 

a back to htzfT?atly favour thtz of 

fraud, to bafH?J the case of the fzJr 

???Jt?tz?lsce, Pliny ell ?n{?ntions that the ?let 

Although jtzwellers made of 

three colours by cementing as many slices of different stones 

together, and hence its name TerelJinthizusa, they do not 

seem to have been acquainted with doublets, the favourite 

device of the modern trade, by which a thin slice of real 

?lh.me is backed Crystal, and to 

s?l?,?'e entirely conlh?(?d 

detect which d{?WD many rule??, 

enough, but containing one that is infallible, that by means 

of a splinter of Obsidian a paste may be scratched, but not a 

real stone. We may as well conclude the subject of false 

gems, which falls appropriately under the head of the Crystal, 

80 much used in their fabrication, by quotinh thG Gm?iGUS 

dkJervations of of Pesaro, Gkz.mGUS 

fmuds practised of his osm 

of these for 

tbtzm doubtless 
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SECT. II. TESTS OF ANTIQUITY. 101 

SECTION H.-ART, STYLES OF. 

-BOrNe of Ach.Ulea mournmA OTW the a1a1D Patroc1ue Greek. YeUow Bard. 

ON THE TESTS OF ANTIQUITY IN GEMS, 

AND ON 

THE I~l':\TRUMENTS USED BY 'rHE ANCIENT ENGRAVERS. 

ON commencing the Second Section of this work, which treats 
of the Intagli and Camei considered in themselves, it will be 
a most suitable introduction to the subject, to make a few ob
servations on the two points, forming the title of this chapter, 
80 intimately connected with each other. No definite rules 
can indeed be given, as nothing but long experience, and the 
careful examination of large numbers of gems belonging to 
every period, can supply that almost intuitive perception in 
the art, so impossible to be acquired in any other manner. 
The remarks that follow are the result of much thought, and 
of many years study of antique gems, and of the careful 
examination of some of the principal European collections. 

If we consider the purpose to which intagli were almost ex
clusively applied, at the time of their execution, namely, that 
of signets, to be worn set in rings, we shall naturally look with 
suspicion upon any engraved gems the dimensions of which 
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106 ART, STYLES OF. SEer. II. 

Natter, the extensive use of the diamond-point is the great 
distinction between the antique and the modem art. The 
word itself, ecalpere, WJed by the Romans to express the 
process of on gems, and, in 
itself, of the manner work was 

introduced to ; and the 
f!).a~,,, has the significa-

tion. The use of the diamond-point is particularly observ
able in the execution of the hair of portraits, when of good 
work of almost every epoch of antiquity, where it produces an 
admirable and natural eft'ect which cannot be given by the 

modem instruments" Of these latter it mar be rroper to say 
a few worths r1ace. The them, by 
means of above named fiC~lth of pro-
ducing Rll)UUWing out Uesign, are 
carried ouf, a minute fixed on 
the end of a spindle, which is pnt into rapid motion by a kind 
of lathe. The fine edge of this iool, moistened with oil and 
emery or diamond dust, speedily cuts into the hardest gems, 

and by repeating and prolonging the lines thus produced, the 
minuter design are eXlljUuteU, larger and 
deeper sunk by mlllUlliC wllmd pointed 
drill, cutting disk ,l just as the 

last, however, Uave been 
always workeU by tUe hand, by means of a in the same 
way as the similar tool still used by jewellers. The modem 
method, though greatly expediting the operation - for 
Mariette speaks of Smart, a celebrated English engraver of 
the last century, finishing several good portraits in one day 
-yet reml15Uj uperation more and stiff, 
whereas 15ralptor, working Piuwond-point, 
like the needle, had of hand 

\£jtter artist. 



















EGYPTIAN INTAGLI. 115 

the famous front face of a monarch, very deeply cut on a 
brown Sard, one of the chief est stars of the Herz Collection, 
and which brought at the sale the high price (for these days) 
of 401. lOs. 

Thiq magnificent intaglio is a portrait of one of the Ptole
mies, probably the Fifth of that name, for the face is that of 
a young person. It is represented in the same manner as 
the well-known Bust of Memnon, the received mode of de
picting their regal divinities; but the life-like fidelity of the 
Grecian portraits is combined with admirable skill with the 
majestic repose distinguishing the conventional type of the 
Egyptian godhead. Its expression is absolutely marvellous, 
and to the attentive gaze produces the same effect as the 
original colossal statue. In the British Museum there is a 
large bust, with features much resembling this, of a prince 
of the same dynasty, admirably sculptured according to 

this established type of the Egyptian School. Another fine 
example is the Sacred Hawk of the Berlin Cabinet, a 
large intaglio BUnk in flat relief, but with uncommon force 
and spirit; and among the British Museum gems is anuther 
on Sard exactly similar, but of smaller dimensions. In 
the Webb Catalogue, No.2, was a Sard, engraved with a 
priestess adoring Osiris and Isis, represented as terminal 
figures. This intaglio, from its precise correspondence with 
the type of some of the autonomous coins of Malta, was 
doubtless contemporary with their issue, and therefore be-

I 2 
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~ECT. Jr. GHEEK, ETHUSCAN, SARDINIAN INTAGLI. 119 

figures throwing the discus, fauns with amphorre, cows with 
sucking calves, or the latter alone; the second gives us subjects 
from the Greek mythology, especially scenes from Homer 
and the Tragedians, among which the stories of Philoctetes 
and Bellerophon occur with remarkable frequency. The 
usual finish to all these de8ign8 is a border, in most case8 
simply milled like the edge of a coin, but sometime8 very 
carefully worked in the pattern, called the guilloche,7 re8em-

Di-d",-brn ot Sybart.. 

bling a wide-linked chain, or a loo8ely-twisted cable. From 
this striking contrast between the 8tyle of the two classes of 
gem8, and as no trace8 are to be discovered of a tran8ition 
from one to the other, a thing 80 ob8ervable in the various 
gradation8 of Roman art, it is certainly allowable to con
jecture that the fine are of Greek, the barbarous of Etruscan 
manufacture. Their being found abundantly in the Etrurian 

1 111is guillochc border is often opinion that the best of these intagli 
found enclosing the types upon the are not of Etruscan origin, but that 
large fiat didrachms of certain cities the idea was taken from that people, 
of Magna Grecia, as MetapontuUl and improved upon by the Greek 
and Sybaris. The figure of the bull- colonists of the south of Italy. As 
headed river-god, the Achelous, on the city of Syharis was utterly de
the (ormercoins, and the long-horned stroyed B.C. 510, and never restored, 
ox regardant, resembling an ante- all the extant coins JUust have been 
lope, upon the latter, are executed issued during the _ two cent-uries be
in a flat stiff manner, but highly fore that date; and hence we can 
finished, and very similar to the form a notion as to the actual epoch 
work on JUany of these gemH, with of the intagli corresponding with 
which there can be no doubt they these in style and workmanship. 
were coeval. This confirms my 
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124 AR'l', S'l'YLER 01<'. StIcT. H. 

accountable variation only two instances have come to my 
knowledge. g 

Hcar.lb .,tL .:llaak 

A curious kind of natural signet was used by the Athe
nians of the time of Aristophanes, the invention of which he 
jocosely ascribes to the subtle genius of the misogynist Euri
pides. As it was found that the wives were able to get them
selves a fuc-simile of their husband's signet for half a dr8chma, 
and thus to open, without fear of detection, all the' stores 

sealed up by their lords, Euripides had taught the latter to 
seal the wax or clay securing the doors with bits of wonn
eaten wood, 8p''"I~n1Ta ucppay'~la, (Thesmoph. 425). The 
curious windings and intricate curves traced on the surface of 
the wood by the" fairies' coach-maker," were quite beyond all 

-------- ~~---

8 I have lately seen two additional and fonns a bare hl.'ad, of which the 
and very extraordinary examples of chin and beard consist of the lower 
this ornament to the scarabeu8. 'fhe body and of the wings of an insect. 
first was a large one in black and TIle figure of Jupiter has a foreign 
white Agate, the beetle itsl.'lf fonned character, somewhat in the Ph(l>
with astonishing truth to nature, nician style. Onyx." 'l'he second, 
and the cameo-mask cut out of the and I believe an unique example, is 
white stratum of the stone upon the an Egyptian scarab of vitrifiNi clay, 
lower part of the wing-cases of the thc base filled with well-fornled 
insect. I extract the description of hieroglyphics, and the back adorned 
it from the M.-S. catalogue :-" No. with a large full-faced mask. It is 
171. Scarabeus. Jupiter, nudl.', dart- very possible that these esmeo-heads 
iug the thunderbolt with the left are the additions to the original 
band; in the field a bust of Rhea stonl.', of a later but still antique 
with a crown of towers. 'l'he back period. 
of the scarab has hoon cut ill relit·f, 
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SBCT. II. ASSYRIAN AND PERSIAN CYLINDERS. 131 

TIDRD PERIOD ;-PBRSIAN. 

~o. 3 with • I~ In PbeDlcioUl cbaT'IC~n • 

....... .-. "~ .. ",.-- -

, . 
1. 2. 

3. 

upon the object to be secured by the seal; and this is the 
source of the comparison in Job, where "the heavens are 
tnrned as clay to the seal," by which he poetically likens the 
concave vanlt, studded with .the constellations, represented to 
his mind by numerous fanciful figures, to the surface of the 
clay spread out in a hollow plain adorned with the mytho
logical devices impressed upon it by the revolution of the 
cylinder. Some stones of this form we have already noticed 
as evidently dating from Roman times, like that in Plasma 
previously described, but they are very uncommon, and 
merely due to the superstitious revival of an ancient usage. 

Whenever signets are mentioned in the Old Testament, it 
is always as being borne on the hand, and never on the finger. 
Thus, in Gen. xxxviii. 18, Tamar demands the seal and the 

K 2 
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SECT. II. SASSANIAN SEA LR. 137 

extinct, in consequence of the impiety of the nation, 200 
years before the time at which he was writing. 

This invaluable trophy was carried to Rome, together with 

the other spoils of the Temple. Of the subsequent fate of 

these treasures there are two opposite accounts j one, that 

they were conveyed by Genseric, after his sack of Rome, to 
Carthage, but that the ship containing them was lost on the 

voyage j the other, and the more probable one, that they had 
been transferred, long before that time, to Constantinople, 

and had been deposited by Justinian in the sacristy of Santa 
Sophia. Hence there is a chance of the gems at least 

emerging from oblivion, at no distant day, when the dark 
recesses of the Sultan's treasury shall be rummaged by the 

Russian heir of the " sick man," whilst he-
.. Jam circum loculoR et claves lmtus ovansque 

Currit." 

.. Joyous the long-expected wealth to seize, 
Bustles about the money-chests and keys." 

What a day of rejoicing, both to arch~ologists and to the reli

giOUB world, will the identification of one of these sacred monu
ments occasion; a contingency by no means to be thought chi

merical in an age which has witnessed the resuscitation of Sen
nacherib's signet, of his drinking cup, and of his wife's portrait. 

i ~---
8!aDet. o! 8ennacherib: Amazon-atone. AaeyriolU Seal. 

SASSANIAN SEALS. 

The consideration of the Babylonian cylinders naturally 
introduces the subject of the Sassaniun seals, or stamps, still 
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of these delineations of various beasts, and those of the same 
subjects upon the Gallic and British coin& For instance, a 
Carnelian stamp, engraved with a horse, a wild boar in the 
field beneath (in the collection of Mr. Litchfield of Cam
bridge), from its exact identity with the well-known potin 
coins of the Channel Islands, caused me for a long time to 
fiatter myself with having made the discovery of a unique 
intaglio, the work of a Gallic gem-engraver as yet unin
fluenced by Roman instruction in his art. 

We however frequently meet with Sassanian gems, cut 
in the form of ring-stones, and these sometimes of very good 
workmanship. They appear to be, invariably, portraits of 
the reigning prince, or of members of his family, and occur 
in considerable numbers; often on the Garnet, and of very 
fair execution, especially if we consider the lateness of their 
date, yet still, in most instances, do they betray traces of the 
heavy and coarse hand of the workman, which so strongly 
mark this class of intagli. Although gems of the SaflS8.Ilian 
dynasty are plentiful enough, yet works that can be certainly 
ascribed to the times of the Arsacidre, their immediate pre
decessors, are extremely rare; still more so are such as 
belong to the first ra('e of Persian kings, who ruled over all 
Asia prior to the Macedonian conquest: and the small 
number of examples of these highly interesting classes that 
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ios('riptions on the rock-sculptures at Nakschi-Roustam, are 
written in the Persepolitan alphabet; but all the gems that 
I have examined present the same shaped letters 88 those 
used upon the medals of the commencement of the series; 
and particularly agreeing in form with the characters of the 
inscriptions at Kirmanshah in commemora.tion of Sapor L 
and Ba.hra.n, given by De Sacy in his 'Antiquites de 1& 
Perse.' This eminent Orientalist, who was the first to de
cipher this previously inexplicable alphabet, confesses that, 
as regards our gems, though the letters on them bear a strik
ing analogy with those of the medals and of the inscriptions, 
he had been able to make out but one of them, which he 
attributes to the language in which they are couched being 
the Pehlevi dialect, and not the Zend. This single one he 
reads: "Artaschetran-Rami-Minochetri-Rami," "Son of Alta
xerxes, of the divine race." The medals of Sapor, for in
stance, read thus: "Mazdiesn beh Shapouhr malcan malea 
Iran }linochetri." "The servant of Ormuzd, the excellent 
Sapor, king of kings of lran, of the divine race." And this 
style will serve as a guide in the attempt to elucidate the 
titles figuring around the gem-portraits. 

Pirou&l Sbabpoubrl (Sapo, I!.). Va ....... Nicolo. porfo_. 
8anionyz. 

The numerous variations in the forms of the same letter 
appear to arise merely from the carelessness of the die-sinker 
in not expressing their angular parts, but turning them oft' 
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SBCl'. II. GREEK AND ROMAN GLYPTIC ART. 159 

scarabei, indeed, are ,aid to have been found in Corfu; but 
if 80, were probably importations of Etruscan traders or 

pirates whose ships once scoured the Mediterranean. 
When we arrive at the most flourishing period of the 

glyptic art under the successors of Alexander, we have uo 
longer any difficulty in recognising the works of the most 
perfect natural taste, arrived by this time at its full ma
turity. In the Archaic period no portraits occur; here, on 
the contrary, we meet with many heads of deities and 
princes full of life and character, as well as whole-length 
figures, universally nude, the symbolic expression of the 
divinity of the personage in the perfected Grecian art. 

These intagli are still in 6at relief, compared with those of 
the Roman school, but yet they are sunk deeper into the 
stone than the class lately considered. There is a vigour and 
a life in the expression of these works which stamps their 
origin at once, and a softness in the treatment of the flesh 
never to be found in works of a later period. The finest 
of this class that have come under my own observation 
are the Ariadne (a Sicilian gem), a.nd the Demetrius 
Poliorcetes of the Pu1sky Ca.binet, and recently a youthful 
portrait of Demetrius II. Soter, once the property of Horace 
Walpole. 

YouthfUl Hercul .. : 0"",1<. San!. 

The sole technical peculiarity that has struck me in the 
work of these gems is tho treatment of the hair. It is 
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meet with any trace, and, indeed, one executed long after 
the date usuallY"888igned for the utter extinction of the art in 
Europe. But still, as before remarked, portraits of even the 
3rd century are of extreme rarity: the heterogeneous Herz 
Collection, the sole design of which was to get together the 
greatest possible variety of subjects, contained no portraits 
posterior to the times of Severns. 

Cali4'lla aod hi. Biete". 9a.rd. AntoDtnuti PiUN Cameo. F.mna~r1 

After the revival of the I1rt in Italy the works of the 
Cinque-Cento engravers are, as might be expected, close copies 
of the Roman style, but they are marked by a curious exag
geration, to be observed in all the productious of that age, as 
their bronzes, carvings, and majolica-painting. The intagli 
of the very earliest artists of this date (those who first appear 
as flourishing under the patronage of Lorenzo dei Medici) 
are easy to be recognised by their extreme stiffness and 

thoroughly mediooval character, exactly agreeing in their 
treatment with the contemporary portraits of the persons 
they represent. All that I have seen are, in fact, portraits 
worked out in very flat relief, and apparently with the dia
mond-point, in the antique manner, and on stones of consi
dera.ble size. The head-dress and costume of the period is 

most scrupulously rendered, just as in a miniature by a 
painter of the Quattro-Cento. In short, nothing can be more 
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dissimilar to the flowing, exaggerated, and forcible style cha
racterising the intagli of fifty years later, when endless prac
tice and the stndy of the antique had freed the engraver's 
eye and hand from the trammels of Gothic conventionalism. 
These works of the second dawn of the art are excessively 
rare. Snbjects from Roman history and from Ovid are very 
great favourites with this succeeding school: few intagli were 
however produced by them, compared with the abundance of 
camei, which, issuing from their ateliers, have flooded the 
cabinets of the world of amateurs. In the last century the 
taste for intagli revived, and many were executed equal to 
the best productions of ancient art; however, there is usually 
an undefinable expression of the period about them (in the 
treatment of the drapery more especially) which guides the 
experienced eye in distinguishing them from the antique. 
Besides this, such great artists as Natter and Pikler did not 
profess to be mere copiers of antiquity: they always signed 
their own works after they had acquired celebrity, and the 
-latter had a peculiar style, differing widely from the antique, 
although of equal merit. Some, however, of the latest 
Roman engravers have taken the Greek school for their 
model; and I have seen works by Cerbara-for instance, a 
lion on Emerald in the Pulsky Cabinet; a head of Proserpine 
and a Diomede with the Palladium, camei by Girometti; 
surpassing, to my taste, any production of the artists of anti
quity in this department. 

Pbiloeopber medita.tJna upon the ImlJlO'l'taUty Bailor of O'tyqes ope:nwa the Baa o( Windll: 
or tte Boul: Oftlell:. A&Me ELnncan. Sa.rd.. 
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Still, even in these, one cannot but admire the efFect ~ 
duced by a few bold and rapid touches of the master's hand. 
Hence a gem of very perfect work and good execution re

quires to be scrutinized with the utmost caution before itB 
genuineness be pronounced indisputable, for the best en

gravers ef the last three centuries naturally copied such 
antique models, and followed them with the utmost fidelity, 
that being the sole means by which they could obtain an 
adequate recompense for their labours from the high price 
commanded by the originals or the copies passing as such. 
Mediocre gems, being plentiful in the market and to be pro
cured for a trifle, were thus left beyond the danger of 
forgery. 

CaliAul& .. 14«cury. Sud. 

STONE·RINGS. 

Rings cut out of the solid stone were in common use 
among the Romans of antiquity, just as Carnelian rings are 
among their female descendants of the present day, who 
wear them now as a species of amulet to keep oft' sickness
a notion derived from the medireval idea of the protective 
virtue of the Sard. These ancient rings were formed out 
of various substances, but most frequently of Calcedony, 8 

tough and firm material. It is most probable that the first 
idea of these stone-rings was borrowed by the Romans from 
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I have, too, the battles of HermeroB and Petru: (Hector and 
Patroclus) on a tankard, all massy plate; for I would take 
no money for my knowledge.''' 

CAMEO·ENGRA VINGS. 

The name Cameo has been derived by Bome from the 
Arabic Oamaa, an amulet, for which purpose engraved gems 
were universally used in the lIiddle Ages. Camillo Leonardo, 
writing in 1502, speaks of "gemmre chamainre" 0 in the 
sense of camei, or gems engraved with figures in relief: this 
is the earliest instance of the nse of the term that I have 
met with. He also mentions a stone called Kaman and 
Kakaman, a name which he derives from the Greek KI%VI.c.t%, 

"heat," as being found in hot and sulphureous places. It was 
white, striped with various colours, and often mixed with the 
Onyx, and derives all its virtue from the nature of the figures 
engraved upon it-a description which seems to support the 

• Were not XQl"Il too Attic a guess that chamaina meant nothing 
word to have been used in the com- but a gem discovered in the ground 
moo parlance of the times of the of a garden, &c., by accident-the 
Greek Exarchs, when the spoken only mode by which the jewellers 
Latin became naturally much inter- of that degenerate epoch could have 
mixed with the language· of their been supplied. 
officials, one might be tempted to 
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very rudely cut upon an Onyx of many colours, the other a 
pigeon, tolerably executed, on the same kind of stone, per
haps of early Christian times: these were set in hollow gold 
r~0'8, the genuine antiquity of which was beyond suspicion.7 

Gr.~k CarnM, f\.~und in C"t;:.ul. Sllrdonp 

The rarity of camei of the size of ring-stones in ancient 
times will appear less extraordinary when we reflect that 

the primary use of rings was for the purpose of signets, not 
of mere personal ornaments, and that very few even of tho 
precious stones are left to us which have not had their value 
enhanced, to the eye of taste, by the engraving upon them. 
The artists of antiquity do not seem to have been able to 
execute small works of sufficient finish to have become 
favourite or fashionable decorations of the fingers. And this 

leads to the consideration of the mechanical means employed 

7 In the Mertens-Schaafhausen defence at the same time; and his 
Collection is a Jacinth cameo, an anns wore incased from wrist to 
imperial bust, which was in a silver elbow in spiral bracelets of the 
setting, apparently a circular brooch, same material. It may here be 
at the time of its discovery on noticed that the barbarian 80 often 
the breast of a skeleton in a tomb transfixed by the elllperor, on the 
at Marsfeld near MayenC<'. The la~cst Homan coins, is usually re
owner had probably been a German presented with his anns covered by 
chief, for three large double-spiral a series of parallel rings, probably 
ornaments of bronze wire covered this identical fonn of bracelet., whkh 
his chest, having once been sewn servl.J the purpose of a gauntlet. 
on his tunic for ornament and 

• 
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(1854). It was not, indeed, of ancient times, for the subject 
was Shah J ehan slaying a tiger that had killed one of his 
attendants, whose corpse lay upon the ground; the history 
of the event, in Persian characlers, occupied the field of 

the cameo. The style of the "engraving was purely Oriental, 
although one would rather have expected such a work to 

have displayed something of the Italian taste, in consequence 
of the constant patronage shown by the Mogul's court to 

the jewellers and lapidaries of that nation. The stone-a. 
splendid Ouyx of the clearest colours-was also of great 
size, about three inches in diameter, through which it had 

been pierced with a fine hole for the purpose of sewing it 
upon the dress, after the manner used by the Romans. 

c .... with ELUDe of artbt Aulua. Bard. Cicero: contcDpor&r'J' poarcrait. Antique ~ 

N AMES OF ARTISTS ON GEMS. 

In all the collections of Europe taken together, there are 
certainly not a hundred e gems inscribed with the genuine 

8 Koehler boldly asserta that there casta and the study of the originals 
exist but four gems bearing the in- of all the known signed gem., is of 
dubitable signature of the engravers j opinion that the number may be 
but his distinctions are so arbitrary extended to sixty. The rules which 
that his dictum may be regarded he had laid down to himself for 
as a mere German paradox. An establishing the reality of these sig
archlllologist, however, of the great- natures, to my great satisfaction, 
est experience, and who has paid exactly coincided with those already 
especial attention to this particular written by me in the following 
question, by the collection of the article. 
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name of the artist who engraved them. And these authentic 
signatures are usually distinguished by this peculiarity, that 
they are placed at the side of the design, and engraved in 
minute but elegant Greek char~ters. Many antique stones 
also occur in which these names have been added by a 
modem hand in order to augment the value of the gem; 
but these forged names can generally be detected by their 
great inferiority in neatness of execution to the genuine. 
The ancient artist evidently attempted to distinguish his 
own signature, both by its position and by the miniature size 
of the letters, from the common inscriptions so abundant 
upon intagli, especially those of Roman times, which consist of 
the initials or the name of the owner, and sometimes that of 
the town of his domicile; or, still more frequently, invoca
tions to the deities whose figures are represented upon the 
stone. 

~~8net ot Rn4na.. Red Juper. GryHw.: 8i8nee. of Tlttolu.. Ubeidl&1l 

The legends occasionally seen on Etruscan intagli, and 
which add considerably to their value, are the names of the 
gods or heroes engraved upon them, according to the usual 
practice of that people in their other works of art, 8S on 
painted vases and the backs of their metallic mirrors. The 
Greeks, on the contrary, with their usual good taste, never 
impaired the effect of the design by an explanatory inscrip
tion: all that they allowed themselves, and that but very 
rarely, was to hand down the artist's name in the most 
modest and unpretending manner possible. 
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The subject of artists' names on gems unavoidably recals 

to one's mind the Poniatowsky Collection, where each stone 
bears engraved upon it the name of some celebrated artist 
of antiquity-Pyrgoteles, Dioecorides, Cronins, Solon, Aulns, 
Admon, Gains, &c. These gems are of large dimensions, often 
of fine quality, and engraved with mythological subjects, for 
the most part executed with much taste, but frequently al80 
displaying a good deal of the flighty Berninaque manner of the 

last century in the attitudes of the figures and in the treatment 
of the drapery. The heads and the single figures are by far the 
most pleasing in the series, and approach the nearest to the troe 
antique. These gems were all executed for Prince Poniatowsky 
(d. at Florence, 1833) by the best Roman artists of the past 

age, Cerbara, Girometti, Pichler, &c., and the inscriptions, 
which are masterpieces in this very difficult branch of the 
art, are from the hand of Dies, who took upon himself this 

department alone. Had these clever engravers put their 
own names upon their productions, instead of forging those 
of ancient artists, these masterpieces of their skill would have 
increased in value with every passing century: whereas at 
present, they are looked upon as worthless, are sold for 
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ascribed to him,8 Luigi Anicbini of Ferrara was distin

guished for the fine engraving and exquisite :finish of his 

intagli Alessandro Cesa.ti, n Greco, "surpassed all his ~ue 
in the drawing, gracefulness, and excellence of his works, 

and left behind him camei and intagli of the greatest merit 

and~ diversity." In the Pulsky Collection is a spirited p0r

trait of Pope Paul IIL, ascribed to this artist, and cut on a 

large and beautiful Sapphire, a most admirable specimen of 

his skill. It has been asserted with some plausibility that 

certain supposed antiques, inscribed KOINTOZ AAE%A, are in 

reality works of this artist. 

Beroul_ aDd ADtIIWI: CiDque-Canto Sard. 

COIN-DIES. 

That the dies for the coinage of the Greeks and Romans were 

cut by the artists who also engraved the gems of the same 

period is evident from the identity of treatment of the heads 
and subjects occurring in each of these classes. Some sin
gular instances in confirmation of this opinion have come 

under my notice. Thus, a Sard surrounded with an Etruscan 

border, bears engraved upon it a cow looking backwards, 
precisely similar to the curious representation of the same 

• These are usually the works of ColdoriS, the protIgI of Henri IV. 
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MlIIICf"u&I'. by Apolloniu.. Jacinth 

NAMES OF MClENT GEM ENGRA VERB 

OCCUBRlNG ON TREIR BEST AUTHENTIOATED WORKS, AND THE COLl.ECTION8 
WH1I:RE TIl1I:Y EXIST AT PRESENT} 

t:stnct.ed ehIeIIy t'ronl.::. '~~w'1: =. ~=~r I~ Comte de Clarae. 

ADJlON (AAM..,N).-Cameo profile of Augustus. Blacas Collection. 
Hercules drinking. Sard. Marlborough. 
Head of Hercules advanced in life. Smith. 
Hercules Musagetes. Pomatowsky. 
Hercules seated, a cow by his side. Antique paste. Raspe. 
Vulcan forging armour for a youth seated by a veiled 

female; probably a work of N attar's. 
AELIUS (AE.\IO% and AIAIOZ).-Head ofTiberiuB, front-face. Sard. 

Corsini CoIL 
Head of Homer. Nicolo. The Hague. 
Portrait unknown. Marlborough. 

AEPOLIAS (AEPOAIANI).-Head of M. Aurelius. Antique paste. 
Stosch. 

Bacchante. Sard. Probably the owner's name. 
AETJON (AETI .. NOC).-Head of Priam. Sard. Devonshire ColI. 

Bacchanalia; nine rustics sacrifioing. Probably by Dormes. 
)lercury bearded. Sard. Petree ColI. 

I All, not otherwise specified, are intaglio 

P 2 
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merit to what we might have expected from 80 famous an 
artist;· but the name gave it so high a value that it ""88 

purchMed by Count Wiekzay for 800 gold ducats. Ie 

9. Bust, nearly full-faced, of a Roman, probably Mmcenas. An 
admirable intaglio, very deeply cut. AllOAAONIOY in 
small neat characters indubitably antique. Jacinth. 
Rhodes. 

10. Naked Faun carrying a large vase on his shoulder and 
ascending a hill. Of the finest and most minute execution, 
in the exergue KOINOY in letters almost microscopic. 
Sardo Rhodes. Clarac assigns a Faun on Nicolo, in
ROribed with the same name, to Natter.' 

Faun with Um. Fineat G~1I: Style. Sard. 

ON THE CATALOGUE OF ANCIENT GEM-ENGRAVERS. 

Taken pert.I,y from Vl8conli, 'Opere Varie,' II. lUi. 

A. catalogue of ancient gem-engravers, arranged according 

to their several epochs, would certainly form an extremely 
instructive and curious part of any treatise on this study; but 

the difficnlty of drawing it up with any sure foundatiqn, based 
upon actual documents, or even upon plausible conjectures, 

surpasses all imagination. This difficulty arises, first, from 

the deficiency of notices left to us by ancient writers in this 

10 3501. probably been added by a modem 
1 This sard, however, is, as far as hand j such, at least, is the opinion 

concerns the intaglio, an indubitably of a most experienced connoisseur, 
antique work of the best Grecian to whom the matter was refel"l"ed. 
time, although the inscription has 
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such 88 Quintus, Aulus, and Gnwus. The finest works of the 

last are his young Hercules, his Cleopatra, one in the Strozzi, 
the other in the Kircherian Collection at Rome. Both are 

examples of most exquisite skill. His Juno Lanuvina, or 

Head of Hercules covered with the hide of the Bull of Mara
thon, is indeed an antique intaglio, but the name Gnwus is 

a forgery of Ant. Pikler. 

Of the period of the Lower Empire, the famous Sapphire of 
Constantius, published by Ducange, is now in the Rinuccini 

Cabinet at Florence. To this epoch must he assigned Chaere

mon, Phocas, Nicephorns, and Z08imus, if indeed. the works 
bearing these names are originals, and not copies of more 

ancient gems. As for the names themselves, they afford no 
argument 88 to the date of the artists, having been horne in 

the early 88 well 88 in the later times of Greece. 

The large size and beauty of the pieces of Sardonyx used 
for the Byzantine camei representing Scriptural subjects, is a 

proof that the decay of the empire had not rendered these 

stones more rare or more difficult to procure--a fact con

firming the opinion that the supply of this material came 
from India, with which a very active trade was kept up during 

the whole period of the Greek empire. 

The Julia. of Diucoride.. Sardo 

THE ANTIQUE GEMS OF THE BRITISH MUSEUM. 

These hidden treasures of the great National Collection, a 

portion of its contents 80 highly interesting and yet so little 
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far beyond any that I had met with elsewhere), having 
gradually found their way from different cabinets iuto this 
haven of unbroken rest. Of these, as well as of that rarest 

class of them all, the intagli of orthodox Christian origin, 
a detailed notice will be made under the proper heads. 

The scarabei likewise are of especial interest, both for su~ 
jects and materials; as regards the latter point, may be noticed 
one quite unique, being formed out of a Carbuncle of the 
most perfect quality, and hardly to be distinguishl"d from the 

finest Ruby. 

HydrauliJI. Plasma.. 

As for gems still retaining their antique settings this 
collection cannot be matched by any in Europe: it certainly 
surpasses in this department those of the U ffizi and of the 
Museo Borbonico. Here too, in accordance with the general 
rule, the artistic merit of the gem is, in most instances, in the 
inverse ratio to the value and singularity of the mounting. 
One remarkable exception however must here be noted, 1\ 

magnificent. intaglio of Hercules slaying the Hydra, very 
deeply cut on a rich Sard, and set in a massy gold ring, of 
the form fashionable during the Lower Empire. Another 
intaglio of very fine work is to be seen set in a broad 
bordered oval brooch, the surface of which is ornamented 
with filigree arabesques in the most elegant Greek taste. 
This unique example of the employment of an intaglio as the 
decoration of a fibula was discovered in Sicily; and both the 
intaglio and its setting are evidently coeval, and date from 
the most flourishing times of Syrncusan art. The wonderful 
I ion-ring of the Princess di Canino, the masterpiece of the 
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the Museum, arranged under glass and close to its surface, as 
is done in the Bibliothcque Imperiale. The work on the 
transparent stones, it is true, cannot be well examined unless 
the light be suffered to pass through them by an arrangement 
for raising the cases in which they are fixed similar to that 
adopted in the Museum at Naples, where, by turning a screw, 
the trays can be raised or lowered so as to admit the light at 
any angle required for the examination of the cutting. If 
this, however, should be impracticable here from the want of 
side windows in the public galleries, all amateurs would be 
well content with the opportunity of inspecting these gems 
merely ranged horizontally beneath the eye, if at the same 
time provided with their impressions in plaster. 

Mention may here be made of the Townley Pastes, amongst 
which are some of the largest and most important examples 
known of pieces of this kind; one quite unique, inscribed with 
the artist's name, and the Bonus Eventus already noticed, so 
remarkable for its dimensions and the excellence and pecu6 

liarityof its workmanship. These have lately been exposed 
to the public view amongst the other specimens of antique 
glass, and thus furnish an additional argument why their 
more important prototypes in real gems should be drawn 
from the obscurity in which they have been so long buried
that is to say, ever since the removal of the last portions of 
the former Montague House, up to which time the cases 
might be seen under glass in the room at the top of the back 
stairs leading up to the old apartments of that mansion. 

Cupv'! tftCulo.4 r.ycbo: by Pampuilull liard .. 
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THE DEVO~SHIRE GEMS. 

This Collection was formed by William the third Duke of 
Devonshire, during the first half of the last century; and, 
augmented in its descent to the present possessor, now num
bers upwards of five hundred gems, including some of the 
finest antiques, both in cameo and in intaglio, as yet known 
to the world. From this treasure, eighty-eight gelD8 of the 
most beautiful in material and the most interesting in sub
ject, were selected by Mr. Hancock (whom I have to thank 
for the permission to make a careful examination of the 
suite), and mounted (with a delicacy of taste only surpassed 
by the skill of the workmanship) in a complete set of orna
ments, to be worn, for the first time, by the Counteas of 
Granville, lady of the English ambassador, at the coronation 
of the present. Emperor of Russia. This parure consists of 
seven ornaments ;-a Comb, a Bandeau, a Stomacher, a 
Necklace, a Diadem, a Coronet, and a Bracelet. 'l'he 
setting is an admirable reproduction of the elaborately 
artistic style of the French Renaissance, most carefully 
enamelled, and enriched with brilliants. The" motive," to 
speak technically, of the wbole design, was the original frame 
of the portrait of Queen Elizabeth, exe('utcd by her own 
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Clytie, No. 74. One intaglio deserves particular notice, a 
Head of Hercules on Lapis-lazuli, No. 79, a gem of the beRt 
Roman style, but which, at a later period, has been converted 
into an amulet, by engraving on the reverse a scarabeus and 
the sacred name ABP,U.u:, as was common in the fifth century. 

The front of the Bracelet is set with three red stones. Of 
these the centre one is a Carbuncle of extraordinary size, and 
of the richest colour, but engraved, in the usual rude Roman 
manner of the work in this material, with a Muse tuning her 
lyre. At each side are Cinque-Cento busts in half relief on 
smaller stones, one a Carbuncle the other a Sard, selected 
for their beauty of colour, and which harmonise admirably 
with the magnificent centre gem. 

Rom. boldinc\ a. torq~.. Spotted Ra.r-d 

A CONSPECTUS OF THE PRINCIPAL EUROPEAN 

COLLECTIONS. 

-0-

FRENCH COLLECTION. (CLARAC.) 

Many of the finest gems of the Cabinet des Antiques have 
been in France from time immemorial; or at least the dates 
at which they were brought, and the names of the persons 
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not be taken in the hand. From Berlin this plan was 
introduced into the collection of the Bibliotheque at Paris. 

FLORENCE. 

The collection commenced by Lorenzo grew up under the 

patronage of the succeeding princes of the Medici family, 
especially of Cosmo III., until it has attained the number, 
according to Maffei, of nearly three thousand gems. Besides 
many camei of rare beauty, it possesses 14 heads or busts 
in full relief, in Turquois, Agate, Sardonyx, and Lapis--Iazuli. 

The names, supposed of artists, occur on 23 intagli and 2 

camel. 
Gori, in the 'Museum Florentinum,' has described 1010 

intagli and 181 camei, of those most valuable for art or 

subject in this collection. 

Berculea &Dd the StympbaliUl Binh. 

ITALIAN COLLECTIONS. 

The ~trozzi Cabinet contained, says Visconti, a larger 
number of first-class works than any other of the same nature. 
Amongst them was the Hercules of Gnaeus, the Medusa. of 
Solon, that of Sosthenes, the Esculapius of Aul1J8, the Ger

manicus of Epitynchanus, the Muse of Allion, and the &tyr 
of Scylax; and many others without names bot of the very 
highest merit. This cabinet was attached, by the will of its 
founder, to the Palazzo Strozzi at Rome, whence it could not 
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JUDO, b;y Jobn PIchler". 

EIGHTEE!'ITH CENTUHY. 

Flavio Sirktn, died at Rome 1737, surpassed all modern 

artisf8 in the fineness of his touch, and approached the uell.re"t 

of all to the ancient Greek style. He excelled in portraitfl. 

His best was one of Carlo Maratta, executed for Agostino 

Masnccio, a scholar of that painter. His intagli represent

ing antique Btatues--the Hercules Farnese, the Apollo, the 

Giustiniani Bacchus, and his Laocoon-are excellent in draw

ing and in finish. This last, on Amethyst, was bought by 

Lord Besborough. He signed his works +. 1:. Vettori pos
sessed the last of his works, a Laughing Faun crowned with 

ivy. His two sons, Francesco and Raimondo, followed the 

same profession at Rome. 

GOIItanzi, Giovanni and Carlo, in the year 1750, were the 

most distinguished in this art at Rome. The elder, according 

to Stosch, engraved the head of Nero on a Diamond for the 

Prior Vaini. Carlo cut on the same gem a Leda, and a 
head of Antinous for the King of Portugal. His style is 

highly finished, neither too stiff nor too loose; his drawing 

correct, his portraits the flesh itself, and very like. Nothing 
can be better for an intaglio than his portrait of the Cardinal 

Spinola on a.n Agate-Onyx, though Mariette was assured that 

his heads of the Pretender and of Carlo Rene I mp<'riali are quite 
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centage of silver (which can only be separated by a skilful 

metallurgist); whereas all the imperial gold currency, even 
of the Gallic tyrants, as Postumus and Victorinus, is of the 
purest metal g It is my belief that most of the "Ring 
Money" was used as articles of personal ornament, and that 
the form with large cup-shaped extremities served as a 
button for fastening round the neck the large and heavy 
Gallic "sagum" or mantle, each end passing through an 
opposite button-hole like a pair of modem studs. 

l'UPld ch&.ined by I'aycbe. Gt..ra..ol. NuciMul and Echo: R.omao. Prue. 

Let us now speak of Iron Ring8, the common wear of the 
Romans of all degrees under the republic, the ornament of 
the martial metal well beseeming the descendants of the 
god of war. Here too we can appropriately introduce the 
poet's fabled origin of this decoration of the hand. "Jupiter 
having at length been moved to release Prometheus from 
his chains, in which he had sworn to keep him for ever, to 
save his conscience and yet keep his oath to the letter, 
obliged the freed prisoner to wear always on his finger a ring 
made out of the iron of his fetters and set with a fragment 

• Such continued the rule till late century are equal to our present 
in the Byzantine period, even the standard for the sovereign. 
bezants of the Comneni in the 12th 
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gold medallion, having the busts of Augustus and Livia. 
facing each other, in high relief." 

K_t.. hollowed out to contain pobOQ. Ollyx. 

Silver RinD8 are very abundant, both solid ones with the 
devices cut upon the metal, and also set with intaglio In 
one fonnd at Caerleon, 1\10n. (Isca Silurum), the stone, a 
Nicolo, engraved with a rude figure of Venus Victrix, was 
set in a gold collet let into the silver bizzel; an unique 
instance of this mode of setting. These rings are llsually of 
rough workmanship, as well as the intagli they contain, and 
appear to belong invariably to the Lower Empire. From their 
size and shape they were evidently made to be worn on the 
little finger, an additional proof of their late date. In this 

country they are often found in the vicinity of camps and 
military stations, and the subjects on them are usually 
Victories, Eagles, Ravens, and similar legionary devices. 
Arellins Fnscus, when expelled from the Equestrian Order, 
and consequently deprived of the right to wear a ring of 
gold, appeared in public, according to Pliny, wit.h silver 
rings on his fingers, apparently out of bravado, and to show 
his contempt for the punishment inflicted upon him by the 
Senate. Rings are by no means rare formed entirely of 
this metal; but I have only met with one presenting a well. 
engraved device, a Venus, upon its face, for the work of such 
engravings is generally very coarse. The silver also is of 
the same base standard as the coinage of the period to which 
they belong; for the nature of their snbjects, being legionary 

u 
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Serapia: Roman. Cameo. 

USE OF ANTIQUE GEMS IN MEDIlEV AL TIMES. 

The foregoing dissertation naturally introduces the subject 
of the medireval seals and rings, which are so often found set 
with antique intagli for the purpose of signets. Thc subjccts 
engraved upon them were always interpreted by the owners 
as representations of scriptural personages and events. ThlIs 
a triple mask stood for the Trinity, with the legend added 

Triple )'{uk: BomaD. Jaeiotb. 

around the stone, "Hrec est Trinitatis Imago;" and a similar 
intaglio I have seen, a Jacinth, set in a massy gold ring, with 
"Noel," the corruption of Emmanuel, repeated on each side 
of the setting, evidently in a similar sense. Isis nursing 
Horns naturally passed for the Virgin and Child; nor was 
this substitution confined to intagli alone, for the "Black 
Virgins" of certain French churches (revered from the 
earliest period of the Middle Ages, but unfortunately de
stroyed in the general wreck of everything ecclesiastical in 
1794), were discovered by !Iontfaucon to be basalt figures 
of the above-named Egyptian deities, which, having merely 
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changed names, continued to attract the devout to their 

temples as before. The common type of a Muse holding a 

mask, did duty for Herodias with the Baptist's head in her 

JUplter" Olympltu: Roman. Ban!. 

hand; and St. John the Evangelist was represented by the 

figure of Jupiter with the eagle at his feet. Silenus with his 

crooked stick was appropriately transformed into some 

croziered abbot; whilst cupids made very orthodox angels. 
The bust of Serapis passed always for the portrait of Christ; 

and every one who 'has paid any attention to the representa

tions of this mysterious divinity, characterised as they are by 

a grave and pensive expression, so different to the open and 

genial air of the Greek and Roman Jupiter, will feel con

vinced that the countenance of Serapie, and not the pretended 

letter of Rufus to Tiberius, supplied the original type for the 

portraits of our Lord. The description of the Alexandrians, 

given by Hadrian in his letter to Servianus (Vopiscus in Vita 

Saturnini), seems to tend to an elucidation of the origin of 

this interchange of representations between the old and new 

Faith. "Those who worship Serapis are also Christians, and 

those who style themselves the bishops of Christ are devoted 

to Serapis. The very Patriarch himself, when he comes to 
Egypt, is forced by some to adore Serapie, by others to adore 

Christ. There is but . one God for them all,-him do the 
Christians, him do the Jews, him do all the Gentiles also 

worship." The Jewish prejudices entertained by the early 
Christians were so powerful, that such portraits were n~ 
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he is the first monarch recorded to have formed a cabinet of 
gems. The Spartan magistrates in the time of Pausanias (the 

~. tellc_Sard. 

second century) used for their official seal the portrait of 
Polydorus, one of their ancient kings, but no reason is as.'ligned 
why Ae was selected in preference to all the others. Arei1l8. 

King of the Lacedemonians, ends his letter addressed to tht' 
High Priest Onias thus :-" The seal is an eagle grasping a 
serpent in his talons" (Josephus, xii. 5). In the 'Amphi
tryon,' in the dialogue between Mercury and Sosias, we 
have,-

" Ubi ea patera DUDC est? M. Est in cistula 
Amphitryonis obsignata signo. S. Signi die quid est ? 
M. Cum quadrigis Sol exoriens. Quid me captas carnufex ~ .. 

" Where is the bowl now? MIJ7'. Lock'd up in my trunk, 
SeaI'd with Amphitryon's seal. &so Say what's the beal ? 
Mer. Sol rising in his car. Why seek to entrap me, 
Thou gallows-bird ? 

It is probable that PlautuB, whose plays are all adaptations of 
older Greek comedies, had some ancient authority for making 
this the device of the signet of the Argive king. The fre

quency of the portraits of Alexander the Great, upon gems of 
very different ages, arose from their being worn as amulets 
down to a late period. Trebellius Pollio, speaking of the 
family Macriana, says that the females wore the portrait of 
Alexander of Macedon, engraved on their hair-cauls, their 
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of this description had been in use long before the reign of 

Claudius, the time assigned by Pliny for their coming into 
fashion, e which also is refuted by the remark of Atteius 

Capito, already quoted, that the older Romans cut their 
signets on the iron or gold of the ring itself. Both these 
rings were in the former splendid collection of Mr. Bobcke, 
to whose exquisite taste and profound knowledge of this 
branch of antiquity I am indebted for many of the observa
tions ineorporated in these pages. To him also belonged 
the Diamond in its antique ring, described above-a rarity 
that I had sought for in vain amongst the most famous 
European eabinets. 

Styu.pr.aJill.D Bird : Roman Burnt ~;ud 

CHIMERAE. 

Chimerae, also ealled Grylli, from the Italian word signify
ing both a cricket and a eaprice, are grotesque figures 
formed of portions of various animals combined into the 
outline of one monster, which generally bears the shape of a 
bird or of a. horse. Paintings of similar" capricci" were com
mon among the ancients, and went by the same name that 
they still bear in Italy; for Pliny uses the expression " pinxit 
et Gryllum ridiculi habitus," to designate these fantastic 

& Pliny's remark may perhaps trail on the gold ring itself, in
only refer to the newly introduced stead of on a gem. 
liulhion of cntting the i1n~rial poT-
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compositions. These intagli are sometimes called BtJIJ'iJidmI 
Figures, and classed among Gnostic gems; to which family, 
however, they by no means &long, for besides that they 
never bear the symbols or legends cha.ra.cteristic of the 
Gnostic amulets, the style of work which they exhibit is a 
sufficient proof to an experienced eye that they belong to a 
much earlier date-the flourishing period of Roman art. 
Their first origin must lu;\ve been those combinations of 
masks so frequent in aU collections where the engraver 
sought to produce effect by putting together the strongest 
contrasts, such as faces of a satyr and a nymph side by side, 
or back to back Janus-like; or a stern tragic and a laughing 
comic mask; and an infinity of similar groups, often joined 
together with singular skill. A very favorite stone for these 
subjects was the red Jasper; doubtless its colour was con
sidered appropriate to such representations. One of the 
most ingenious of these combinations I have ever met with 
is in my possession, and represents a fine bunch of grapes 

BilDCb of Or&pea: Roman. Red Juper. 

with stalk and tendril, the whole formed out of five masks, 

the two upper satyric, the three lower comic, a few grapes 

being introduced to fill up the outline; an idea probably 
unique and carried out with much art in this instance. 
Some of the very finest Roman art is to be found displayed 
in the work of these groups: witness the admirable com
bination of three masks, symbolical of the three divisions of 
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Pa~88 came to his aid and gave him a bronze rattle by 
means of which he scared the!D away to the coast of the 

Red Sea. There their descendants continue to the present 
day, for the officers employed on the late nautical survey of 
its shores discovered 011 the sand hills the deserted nests of 
a monstrous crane far exceeding in size anything known to 

belong to that species. Interwoven in the structure of one 
of them were the bones and tattered clothing of a ship
wrecked sailor, still retaining his silver watch, and thus 
testifying to the recent construetion of the pile. 

Lyres composed of dolphins and tortoises, accompanied by 
ravens and hoopoes, all animals consecrated to Apollo, are plen
tiful enough, and serve to support the opinion that the other 
more enigmatical compositions had a well-defined intention. 
All these chimerae, grylli, or symplegmata, are found much 
more abundantly on red Jasper than on any other stone. 

ASTROLOGICAL INTAGLI. 

The Signs of the Zodiac are often seen upon gems of Roman 
work, either singly, combined. or 88 adjnncts to figures of 
(leities, the representativelo! of tbe different planet~. They 
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may reasonably be supposed to have a reference to the 
horoscope of the owner: for that persons who had been 
blessed with an "auspicious nativity" indulged in the vanity 
of parading it before the public eye is well-known from many 
historical allusions. Thus Severus selected for his second 
wife Julia Domna, becanse she had a "Royal Nativity," and 
many a senator was sacrificed by the timid tyrants of the 
Empire for the same reason as was Metius Pomposianus by 
Domitian: quia impera.toriam genesin habere fereba.tur. One 
of the most auspicious horoscopes was Capricorn, 

" -- in Augusti felix qui fulserit ortus "-Mam7ius, 

" Who shone propitious on Augustus' birth; " 

a fact commemorated by this emperor on the reverse of one 
of his denarii, as Suetonius has noted. Hence this Sign 
often accompanies the portrait of Augustus on gems. Fir
micus lays down that, "on the rising of the third degree of 
Capricorn, emperors, kings, and persons destined to fill the 
highest offices are I?orn." He gives a very detailed list of 
the "Apotelesmata Signorum," or the influences exerted by 
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crescent enclosing the sun-star is also to be observed on 
gems. The motive for choosing such a device is hardly to 
be conjectured, unless indeed we suppose the owner thus 
placed herself under the patronage of all the heavenly host 
at once. Of the astronomical coins, the most singular is that of 
Niger-the celestial globe supported on the conjoined figures 

. 
HlppuchUII the Aatronomor: Rom..,. Laplo-luuU. 

of Taurus and Capricorn: which may be supposed to contain 
an allusion to his surname Justus, for Erigone (Astrma) often 
appears thus supported. Some of the large bronze medals of 
Antoninus Pius from the Alexandrian mint, bear on their 
reverses a sign with the bust of a deity; another has the head 
of Serapis surrounded by those of the planets, and the whole 
enclosed within the zodiac. The curious Emerald of the 

Alaandrlne 'F.mp,..td. 

z 
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ma.king Up the number Beven : an allusion to the seven planets. 
A naked female surrounded by ten stars is on her knees before 
the figure on the left: this may typify the human 80ul pray
ing for purification. There is no doubt but that this com
position, if it could be interpreted, would be found to contain 
a complete summary of the Mithra.ic creed.' 

SERAPIS. 

To the same period belong the intagli presenting heads of 
Serapis with the legend EIC eEOC CAPAllIC, "there is but one 
God, and he is Serapis;" EIC ZlIIN eEOC "the one living God;" 

NIKAO CAPAlllC TON 4>eONON, "batHe envy, Serapis," &('~ A 
beantiful Sard of Roman-Egyptian work in my collection re

presents Serapis seated on a throne with the triple-headed 
animal, described by Macrobius (B. vii.), at his side; before him 
stands Isis, holding the sistrum and the wheat ears; around the 
group is the legend, H KYPIA ICIC ArNH, "immaculate is our 
Lady Isis; " the very terms applied in our day to the same 

• The torches mised and lowered Primeval Bull when destroyed by 
signify the East and West; the Ahriman. The 8OOrpion between 
serpent winding four times around his hind legs typifies autumn, as the 
the youth the annual course of the serpent lying beneath does the 
sun, as is clearly proved by a torso winter. The raven represents the 
of Mithms found at Aries, in which attendant priest, for in these rites 
the zodiacal figures are placed be- the superior officials were styled 
tween the folds of the serpent. The Lions, the inferior Ravens; hence 
tail terminating in wheat-ears ai- the rites themselves are often desig
III des to the fifty life-giving plants nated Leontica and Coracica.-Vide 
which spnmg from the tail of the SUL'S Mithra. 
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symbol of the fawning dog represents the Fnture, the domain 

of uncertain but flattering hope. But whom should Past, 

Present. and Future serve except their author? His head, 

crowned with the c&atht18, typifies the height of the planet 

above us, and his all-powerful capaciousness; since to him 
all things earthly return, being drawn up by the heat which 

he emits." 
" .\gain when Xicocreon, king of Cyprus, consulted Serapis 

as to which of the gods he ought to be held, he responded,-

, A god I am, such 88 I show to thee: 

The starry heaven my head, my trunk the sea ; 
Earth forms my feet, the air my ears supplies, 
The sun's far-darting bri1liant rays my eyes.' 

"Hence, it is apparent that the nature of Serapis and of 

the Sun is one and indivisible. Isis, so universa.lly worshipped, 

is either the earth or Nature as subjected to the sun. Hence, 

the body of the goddess is covered with continuous rows of 

udders, to show that the universe is maintained by the 

perpetual no~ent of the earth or Nature." 

.\.na,-,~. sunonnde.:J. by till:! !leveu \o .... ea. 
GreeD Ja"lpl!r. 

GNOSTIC GEMS. 

But the true development of the Egyptian doctrines in a 

new phase is very conspicuous in the extensive class of 

Gnostic intagli, which, with the exception of a few rude 

engravings of victories, eagles, &0., are the sole glyptic 
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of Gnosticism probably still survive among the mysterious 
sects inhabiting the valleys of Libanus. As late as the time 
of Justinian, Procopius states that more than a million of 
Idolaters, Manicheans, and Samaritans (a Gnostic sect), were 
destroyed in Syria by the persecutions canied on by this 
bigoted emperor; and as that region soon afterwards fell into 
the hands of the more tolerant Mahometans, who never 
interfered with the religion of their tributaries, there is a 
probability of these doctrines having been handed down to 
the present day, especially when we consider the extra
ordinary vitality of every well-defined system of religious 
opinion& 

CHRISTIAN IN'rAGLI. 

It is a most singular circumstance that, amidst this multi
tude of heretical designs, intagli representing purely Christian 
subjects are of the rarest possible occurrence, that is, in works 

the Ophites." Here he makes out bracteate coins of certain Suabian 
that by "Baphomet" is meant the Westphalian bishops, and of the 
Baq,q Mq,.,3os, or baptism of the markgraves of Brandenburgh; and 
Spirit; and he discovers an endless the "Baphomet," whom, as it is 
variety of Gnostic emblems in the set forth in the indictment, "they 
jettons dug up occasionally in the adored in the shape of a man's ht'lld, 
ruins of their preceptories, and in with a long beard," is only the name 
the sculptures ornamenting the Mahomet, corrupted in the mouth of 
churches of the Order. But these the ignorant French witness for the 
mYllterious jettons are in fact merely prosecution. 
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Ra (J~r aad the San), between them the mystic Asp, and 

00 the rerene this legend :-
.. _ a.r _ AIep ,.,. ~ {JMa ~as lie- Ax.., 

pp« wraw:p -r-- XO'fK ~ ~.'" 

., Athor and Bait, one power, with Achor one, 
Hail Father of the world, hail triple God." 

This amulet 11"811 probably made about the time of Hadrian, 

both the execution of the figures and of the letters being neat 

and careful, and such as characterised that epoch. 

A large ivory ring. found at ArIes, bears the monogram of 

Christ between A and W, as it appears on the coins of the 

Gallic princes of the fourth century, Magnentius and De

centius, but accompanied by the title ABPACAZ, a sufficient 

proof of the identity of the two personages. in the estimation 
of its owner. Mit],r(U (Abraxas) was easily admitted as the 

type of Christ, the Creator and Maintainer of the Universe, 

from the circumstance that in the Persian religion, to which 

the J eW8 owed all the spiritual portion of their creed, 10 he 

was declared to be the first emanation of Ormuzd the Good 

Principle, and his representative to the world. 1 The Mithraic 

• The unity of three deities, or 
rather the expression of the same 
deity in three persons, was a very 
fllvourite Egyptian type. 

\0 Such as the belief in a Future 
State of rewards and punishments, 
the Immortality of the Soul, the 
Final Judgment, the existence of 

.Angels and Evil Spirits, .tc. 
I "Who being the brightness (or 

rather a reflection) of his glory, and 
the express image of his person, and 
upholding sll things by the word of 
his power"-" Being made 80 much 
better than the Angels," &c.-H~· 
brews,l. 
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rites bore a great resemblance to many subsequently intro

duced among the Christians, as well as to the initiatory cere

monies of the Freemasons of the present day. The believers 

were admitted by the rite of baptism; they had a species of 

Eucharist; and the courage and endurance of the neophyte 

were tested by twelve successive trials called tortures, under

gone within a cave constructed for the purpose, before he was 

admitted to a full knowledge of their mysteries. 1.'hese ini

tiatory rites are thus alluded to by Justin Martyr (Apol. IL): 

"1.'he Apostles, in the commentaries written by themselves, 
which we call Gospels, have delivered down to os that J esos 

thus commanded them; 'He having taken bread after that 

he had given thanks, said, Do this in commemoration of me ; 

this is my body. And having taken a cup and returned 

thanks, he said, This is my blood; and delivered it to them 

alone.' Which thing indeed t.he evil spirits have taught to 
be done out of imitation, in the mysteries and initiatory rites 

ML&bralc flJ'lDboJ.. Tbe Two PrlDciples, Altar tritb the Sacred Wafer-. LUItnJ Wallar, 
RaveD, "". F'1asma. 

of Mithras. For there a cup of water and bread I are set forth, 

with the addition of certain words, in the sacrifice or act of 

worship of the person about to be initiated; a thing which ye 

either know by personal experience or may learn by enquiry." 

'In this round cake, termed of the designation Mil!8R, applit,'<i to 
Mizd, we have the prototype of the the Bloodlcse Sacrifice. 
HOIlt, and the much-disputed origin 

- . 
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occurrence is said by Hephaestion to be one or the Decani or 

three chief stars in Cancer. This name comes from the 

Egyptian XNOVB, gold. XAPXNOVMIC, the first Decanus in 
Leo, also occurs figured with a human head surrounded 
by rays and with a serpent's tail: his name is written 
XOAXNOVBIC on the gems. A Greek II astrologer says of these 

Decani, "there are in each sign three Decani 8 appointed, of 

various forms; one holding an axe, the others represented 

differently: these figures engraved in rings are charms 

~aainst accidents as Teucer says, as do other great astrologers 

of his times." This pa.ssage explains the meaning of a curious 

Carnelian in the Merten&-8chaafhausen Collection, engraved 

Bormo. Bept.ochrJooo. Bomao Sanl. 

in a late Roman sty Ie, with the figure of Mercury seated on 
a throne, bearing the attributes of Jupiter, the thunderbolt 

and laurel-crown, and with a ram at his side. Around him 
is the legend EnIITAXPVCOC, which has a strong analogy to 

the XAPXNOVMIC above mentioned as tile name of a Decanus 
• 

in Leo. From the statement as to the talismanic power of 
the three Deca.ni in each sign, and the custom of wearing 

their figures engraved in rings, there can be little doubt but 

that we have in this intaglio a potent Decanus of Leo or 
Aries, for the animal at his side ma.y do for either, and in 

a Quoted by Salmasius, De Annis 
Clirnact. 

'From Dekan, Chaldee "In-

spector," a term exactly rendered 
by Horoscopus, the star that looks 
lIpon the hour of one's nativity. 
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trace of this class of inscriptions), which is engraved on a 
thin p]ate of silver in this manner. 

+ ELOHIM + ELOHI + 

+ 4 14 15 1 + 

4( 9 7 6 12 
N 

z PI 
0 CD 

)10 
Q 

5 11 10 8 0 C :J: 
-i 

+ 16 2 3 13 + 
+ ROQUEL+ JOSIPHIEL + 

The numera.l.et added together downwards, across, or diagonally 
make up the sum 34, perhaps in allusion to the time of 
Christ's ministry on earth. This table appears suspended 
over the head of Melanchol!J in A. Durer's famous engraving: 
the meaning of it there had long puzzled me until I met 
with the above plate in a litt1e work by Kerner on Amulets. 

Iliac v...,. Red Jupet. 

ISIAC SYMBOLS. 

The most detailed account preserved of the symbols and 
types used in the worship of Isis when still in its glory (in 
the second century), is the description of the procession 
given by Apuleius, Met. XL "Next the crowds flow on of 
persons initiated into the divine mysteries, men and women, 
of every rank and of all ages, shining in the pure whiteness 
of a linen robe; the latter having their dripping hair en-
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nnm delac., or distilled; Tbalasseros. delact.; Diapeoricom 
ad sc., or ad 1CalJi.em, the dry ophthalmia. 

The ninth, from lIandeuvre, bears the name of C. Sulp. 
H ypnus, and is inscribed with the titles of his Stactmn Opob. 
ad c. :-Dialepid ad Aspri., for .A.pritudinu, or warts on the 
eyelids; Lysiponnm ad suppnrationem, an emollient for the 
cure of gatht:rings on the lids; and lastly his Coenon ad 
claritatem, or universal ointment, to clear the sight. 

The tenth is in the Collection of Antiques, Paris. It is 
unfortunately broken, but the original reading was perhaps 
Decimi P. Flaviani Collyrium lene m. ad aspritudinem oculo., 
and Decimi P. Fla,-iani Collyrium mixtum c. 

M. 'J:oohon d'Anneci published in 1816 a brochure upon 
these stamps, in which he described thirty examples, by 
adding those of his own collection, and others unpublished 
that had come to his knowledge, to the nineteen previoUBly 
described by Saciu8. Of the unpublished are IVNITA VBI 

CROCODPACIANADClCATETREVIl ("Juni Tauri Crocod. Paci
anum ad cicatrices et rheumata "), and IVNITA VRICROOOD 

DAIlIBVBACDIATHESISETREV., or J uni Tauri Crocod. diamy8U8 

ad diathesis et rheumata. Here diathesis, rheumata, and epi
phora, are various kinds of ophthalmia. Another stamp has 
DIAIlISYS ADDIATHETOL, or Diamysus ad diatheses et omnem 
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seated on a throne and holding an orb, is very frequent, espe

cially on t.he gems of a later period. Now follows the turn of 
Bacchus, old, young, bearded, beardless; the Dionysus, the 
Indian, the Liber Pater of the Roma.ns, with all his train of 
Silenus, Fauus, and Bacchantes, who disport themselves as 
full figures, bustB, and heads on all kinds of gems, yet appro
priately affecting the Amethyst as a sort of antidote to their 
own influence. Mercury has been hitherto omitted, although 

C .... andra mourninA the doom oJf 

Troy. Sard 

Mi:ael'"va suppartin.8 tho buat. of 

Domi!ian. Sard. 

he ought to be placed on the same footing in the list as 
Victory herself, the god of gain being properly the favourite 
deity of all times, and, as may be shrewdly suspected from 
the late style of many of his figures, retaining his hold upon the 
finger of many a Christian convert who had made no difficulty 
of casting away his other gods of a more subtle and unworldly 
character. He will be found, the reason of it quite unl..-nown, 
to occur very frequently upon Amethyst. Hercules, as the 
deity whose protection assured good luck, was a special 
favourite, particularly of the Romans under the Middle 
Empire; and his heads will be found engraved as it were in 

by a red Jasper of mine, bearing the 
Gorgon's Head and the legend 

APHrO·POPOMANMPH. 
II I prott'ct Roromandares." 

'rhe letters, not being reversed, show 
that the stone was not intended for 

a signet, but for a Wisman. 'Ine 
profile heads of Medusa, on the other 
hand, will be fotmd to he productions 
of the better times of the arts, and 
usually among the finest specimens 
of it remaining to us. 
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horses of all kinds, often mounted by fantastic riders, and 
furnished with grotesque steeds and charioteers, appear in 
vast numbers and in all varieties of material. Animals make 
up the majority of Etruscan intagli, especially in that rude 
class the origin of which can be distinctly assigned to the 
engravers of that nation. They also furnish, and in the same 

Bereulee U1mmiDIl bt. club. Etru.erm Seftn.b. Type of the Satyric Dnma. Bed Jaapo.-

style of art, coarse representations of fauns and of the games 
of the gymnasium, bnt seem never to have attempted por

traits. Of Roman date, the lion and the bull are the most 
common subjects, from their astrological import; then the 
various kinds of dogs and the wild boar, and every matter 
connected with the chase of this beast. The herdsman and 
the shepherd are amongst the most numerous class, and 
testify to the longings of the pent-up citizen for the quiet 
occupations of the country-aspirations so often expressed by 
the poets, "0 rus I quando ego te aspiciam ?" Of fishes the 
dolphin is the favourite, usually depicted as entwined around 
an anchor, a trident, or a rudder: the last type was the signet 
of Sextus Pompeius. The crawfish, a common device, is often 
cut upon the appropriately-coloured Plasma: this creature 
being taken by the Greeks as the emblem of prudence, was 

on that account so frequently selected as a signet by the 
ancients. Among insects the locust is common on gems: its 
form is that of our grasshopper, but it is in life often two or 
three inches long, and is now called by the Tuscans la cavalla. 
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SECT. III. SUBJECTS OF INTAGLI. 383 

view of those composing the Mertens-Schaafhausen Cabinet, 
formed entirely of intagli, with few exceptions, antique, only 
97 of the whole number being camei of various periods. 

Bard and Carnelian .. 604 Emeralds .. 10 
Calcedony .. 279 Crystal 8 
Onyx .. 109 Chrysolite .. 4 
Plasma 101 Beryl. . 3 
Jasper, vario1U1. . 161 Ruby .. 2 
Garnets 54 Sapphire 1 
Amethyst .. 36 Opal .. 1 

Jacinth 22 Turquois 3 
IJapis-Iazllli 32 Nicolo 4!l 

Besides these, there are a few in hom-stone, haematite, 
nephrite, loadstone, and Lydian stone or touchstone. 

OCJ10U: Gl'f"CO.oltalian Cllmoo. Sam 
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lIYSTIC VIRTUES. SECT. IV. 

VJI:T~ ASCRIBED TO GEns IX THE MIDDLE AGES. 

We Mye already noticed how Pliny laughs at the "im
pu.l~nt lit'$" (infandam nnitatem) of the Magicians of his 
day ... ho 8S('nDOO supernatural properties to a few among 
the precious stones, and to certain figures engraved upon 
them.' The list of their virtues was considerably augmented 
in the fell' centuries intervening between him and Solinus, 

who apparently belieyed in their possessing the nnmerous 
properties which he details. But the fourteen "ages of 
faith .. and of ignorance, which bad elapsed between the epoch 
of Pliny and that of the sage physician of Cesare Borgia, had 
amazingly extended the nnmber of magic and potent gems, 

I .. The lying lIagi pretend that To emeralds al80 they promise 
these gems (AJDethysbi) prevent similar effects, if engraved with 
intoxication. and hence derive their figurt'll of beetles, or of eagles; all 
name. Moreover, if the name of the which stories I believe they must 
Moou or of the guu he engraved upon haTe concocted out of sheer con
them, and they be thus worn on the tempt for, and in ridicule of, man
neck suspended by the hair of a kind." -xxxvii. 40. There can be 
baboon, or the feathers of II swallow, little doubt that in the first sentence 
they will bafIIe all witchcraft. That we should read "numen, " iustead of 
they are also advantageous to persons ." nomen," and thus haTe the 
having suits to monarchs; and that .. figure or symbol of the goddess 
they keep off hailstorms and tlights Luna, or of Sol," which occur plenti
or locusts, by the employment of a fully on gems of this date, wher{'SS 
certain prayer which they l1re&Cribe. "names" of tllese deitiee do not. 
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SECT. IV. MAGICAL SIGILLA. 

may here observe that the lobster, with the bird corniccia beneath 
him, is the Oriental device of a scorpion seizing a bird in his 
claws j with two stars in the field, one of these intagli, of appa
rently Sassanian work on a large Sardonyx, was once in my p0s

session. The perpetualllow of pilgrims to the East must have 
made these astrological gems familiar to the ecclesiastics of that 
age.) 

The Bard is good to be worn, and makes the person beloved 
by women j engrave upon it a vine and ivy twining -round it. 

The Casteis (Callais, 'l'urquois) is good for liberty, for he that 
hath consecrated it and duly performed all things necessary to 
be done in it shall obtain liberty. It is fitting to perfect the 
stone when you have got it, in this manner. Engrave upon it a 
beetle, then a man standing under it j afterwards let it be bored 
through· its length and set on a gold fibula (swivel) j then being 
blest and set in an adorned and prepared place, it will show forth 
the glory which God hath given it. 

I'I.fChe mourniuA tb~ fUabt. of Cupld. 

MAGICAL SIGILLA. 

We have seen how, in the days of Pliny (though he loses 
no opportunity of laughing at the superstition), the l\fagi 
ascribed extraordinary and supernatural properties to gems, 
and to various figures engraved upon them. As civilization 

2 F 
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llYSTIC VIRTUES. SECT. IV. 

'11Wd Trine. of the Air; Gemini. Libra, Aquarius, belongs 
to the West.. Its lords are Saturn by day, Mercury by night, 
Jupiter at dawn. Hence a gem engraved with one of these 
sigDa is good against all cold and dry complainta depending on 
• melancholy humour, snch as ague. hydrophobia, and loss of 
memory. From the nature of the lords of this triplet, ita wearers 
are inclined to j1llltice, friendship, concord, and the observance 
ofthelaWlL 

Fourth Trine, of the Water; Cancer, Scorpio, Pisces, belongs 
to the ~orth; of a cold and moist nature. Ita lords are Venus 
by day, liars by night, Luna at dawn. From ita cold and moist 
complexion it is good against all hot and dry diseases, such as 
consumption. inflammation of the liver, and bilious complaints. 
Its wearers are inclined through the nature of ita lords to fickle
nes, injustice, and lying, and it is said that Scorpio was the 
sign of Mahomet. (When Camillo was writing this he must 
have smiled inwardly at the thought that this Trine was cer
tainly the rnliDg inftnence over the career of his redonbtable 
patron, the Lord of Romagna.) 

_laD 8pbins. 8~ On:rz 

FIGUlU1J OF THE PLANETS. 

1. Saturn. engraved on a stone, is an old man with a not very 
bushy beard, seated, and holding a scythe. ]f this figure be 
found on a stone of the same nature as Saturn, it renders the 
wearer powerful, and his power will go on increasing. 

2. JupiUr is a man seated on a throne, holding in one hand a 
wand, in the other a globe, or an idol, or a crab, or a fish, and 
an eagle at his feet. Magicians figure him dUferently, with a 
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ram's head~ and slender and wrindl;}d legs. If fou;}d O~t.l 

gem, especially a Kabres (a kind of orystal). it secures success 
in f$!le'S wi;}:hes, I'l,flf'Ureg exalt;}don t;} hOnOili;}, 

3. Mars is figured on gems in a variety of ways, sometimes 
J.lU~"li~g", a l;}nce, ;}ometiili;}§ a stoDdard, ;}l§o }'Orse bkl;}k, 
always in armour. It makes the wearer bold and successful in 
whatever h;} und§rtakes. 

801 is a§ tbe s£±?n 'l;}ith'lebS, sOilietime;} am;}£±? 
with long hair seated on a throne, sometimes in a quadriga, sur
rounded the ot Zodi;};}. iliXlke;} ~man D;}'Wel:f"ffi 
fit to command, and fond of hunting, and lucky in getting 
WeDi??'. 

Venus, WOili;}£±? in ro h$ lUld and laili7£±?1 
branch. It gives lightness in action, success in business, pro-
tecE§ bgaiJilit fear drOlin12ng, ani} autdo$ity. 

6. Mercury, a slender man with a fine beard, but sometimes 
witbuut on;}, with l4uingeb §,'lndal§ und nften flock 
his feet, or a serpent beneath them. Its virtue increasetl know
ledge and elO'duence, and is of great benefit to traders. 

the half; sometimes 88 a maid in a oar with horses, and a quiver; 
or with buiven, gl4£±?d hUl4mds a Thi§ 
image gives success in emb&ssies, and speed and facility in tho 
exe;}uf,ion D11 bUDi£±?ess. 

The is hb twOh:Dlrs elltmined a su§ 
pent, and is of a Composite nature, for the Greater Bear belongs 
to hlDrs and Venuu, the Lu§£!er dutum, the SU§hent Satum 
and Mars. This engraving makes the wearer cautious, crafty, 
and lll>'WAr%'n 

9. The drown is bgured a roy ill cro$¥£±? with iliany allh 
sometimes as the crowned head of a king. It is placed in the 

in sign aud is of natu£±?u of V U£±?US and 
Mercury. It gives success and honour in kings' courts. 

HL a killiog a ; sUiliutimn'l IDa£±? with 
lion's skin in his hand, or on his shoulders, wihl club. It 
plaeed in thiS North, in the Scorpion, and is of the nature of Mer-
cueb, If on §7'§ne §imihnrrirtu;}, ruch the 

gives victory in pitched battles. 

o )O( 
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27. Thurihle, or Well, is the figure of an altar ( or well), with a 
fire burning upon it. Its place is in Sagittarius in the South. 
It has the nature of Venus and Mercury, and makes the wearer 
able to call up spirits, to converse with them, and have them to 

obey him. It is also said to endow the wearer with perpetual 
virginity, inasmuch as it induOO8 chastity. 

28. Hydra, is the figure of a serpent having an urn· about the 
head and a raven about the tail Placed in Cancer in the South. 
It has the nature of Saturn and Venus, makes the bearer rich, 
and defends against all noxious heat. 

29. &uthern Crown, is like a crown imperial, placed in Libra 
in the South. Of the nature of Saturn and Mars, its virtue lies 
in augmenting richel! and making the man cheerful and merry. 

30. Charioteer, the figure of a man in a chariot, holding a gost 
on the left shoulder. Placed in Gemini in the North. It has the 
virtue of Mercury, and gives success in hunting. 

31. Banner, the figure of a banner spread out on the top of a 
spear: is placed in Scorpio in the South, and gives victory in 
war. 

Siliwua placma • crater OD it. atand: Roman.. ~. 

ARBITRARY SIGILLA. RAGIEL. 

Having thus gone through the astronomical figures, we 

give a. list of those for whose effect no reason can be assigned, 

but which rest on the authority of various learned doctors. 

Thus Ragiel, in his "Book of Wings," a work indispensable 

to all students of magic, ascribes the greatest potency to the 

following figures, if observed and kept with due reverence. 

1. Dragon, cut on a Ruby or stone of like nature, has ilie 
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It, win be notif;l1d that the doot11rs who e11actl d laid 

dovm pr1111ise ;n6.;;;l1noo of f;ach 11igil and gem have left 

themselves a loophole for escaping whenever the promised 
result failed follow pres;;fipti11DS: fdr the st,;ne mas 
be m11rn in honouo an~l purit,y," ond thus T,my miscRmriag;; 
could always be ascribed to the wearer's own transgression 
of the necessary conditions of success. 

UHDoU'§':.:' to Rf,y, the of fbe ;;;'~'''H' dah, a:m;RDgRt 
beliof in the virtue of mahic st.ones still exists, are 

the Irish; who .place the greatest faith in the medical 
prop11rti;ft, of cerLam mUl3d ptthbleR whieh dT,iVe beekt prrm 
sek';;;od ffom tim11 immemtuial upen tho ait,i1'8 uf ftatain 

chapels. The water in which these stones have been steeped 
is considered a. sovereigh renR11dy for e,11 the ~s 
catde. But, consisktttly with thn reRpectiHe 
civilization of the two races, the gem of the Italian astrologer 
engraved with the mystic sigil, which aided and multiplim-l 
its pot11nch, is k'l1plneed ;;IDOHd t2:"t Cdts a :.:ound 
pebhle t;f the must orJinary quality, with nothing but 
antiquity and faith to recommend it. A ball of crystal was 

lately thu pu"uessit,n thu chiuf a fIigldand 
whidl wnS fiemed for the same virtue, o.nd 

had been for unknown ages in the hands of the same family. 
Such crystal bans are sometimes fouud in ancient tnmln,;. 

Gr;;,t, iLoman, t,nd f~aSlllwian we- ond with the l'hend VI<;-nmIiL 
daIs, evidently selected as figures CONhTAI-'1"INx. AVG. The ingt:
pos,nsllin;i 80m, tali4lnani" virtu,,; oiollS AraD' had doubtless inb,,
and copied as hterlll1y as the ,hill prett.'ii thi4lt, to them my'lt'riuus 
of th, barbarous die-sinker would devices, as symbols of mystic iOl-
all"4l. Thl18 piece Fakr-r- 1x,rt, £!ooording the s~"Dle mlcs 
Eddin, who reigned in the early they, and the doctors of the Wt'St 
part "f tht' twelfth OOltturd, heant on "fter their ;~gidano'" ahuhteci thOY, 
its obverse an exact copy of a explanation of the purpose of en-
reven,,, of Constant,?"_,, Victory ;t,Tav,-,' ge,";";'_ 
l\Oldin'~ Il t.al,let inRcrihcd YOTXXX, 
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.. Named from the Scorpion fell, the potent stone 
To huge Orion was, I ween, unknown ; 
Else had he, tortured by the fiery pain, 
Given all his stars the remedy to gain." 

TREATISES ON ANTIQUE GEMS. 

• 

Books treating upon antique gems, either generally or else 
of particular examples, are very numerous in Italian and 
German. A few also exist in French, but none that I am 
acquainted with in the English language, with the exception 
of a series of articles headed "Old Rings," which appe.ared 
in 'Fraser's Magazine' for 1856, in which the subject of 
the rings themselves was most amply and learnedly dis
cussed, and then followed a series of excellent disquisitions 
upon the several species of gems known to the ancients. The 
design is cleverly carried out, and gives a vast amount of 
information in a very entertaining style. It would be a grelt 

service to English collectors if these papers were republished 
in a separate form, to supply in some measure the total 
deficiency of English works upon this subject-a want which 
I have endeavoured to meet in some degree in the foregoing 
pages. I subjoin a few remarks on the treatises in different 
languages which I have myself perused, and of which I have 
availed myself in the compilation of this work :-
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470 MYSTIC VIRTUES. SECT. IV. 

being taken from the pastes and not from the original, 88 to 
be entirely nseless. e 

9. Millin 'Sur l'Etude des Pierres Gravees' is little more 
than the skt'leton of a manual, very well planned, but not car
ried out in any single department, having evidently been 
composed in great haste. The object of the present Treatise 
has been to supply flesh to the bones of Millin's skeleton, the 
outline of which I have in great measure kept in view in the 
arrangement of the preceding articles. 

• The two last volumes of the served in the gallery of the Uffid; 
Museum Florentinum, by the All- and therefore will be found of the 
bate Gori, give very faithful engrav- greatest service to the oollector in 
ings of all the most important gems identifying the subjects of obscure 
contained in the Collection pre- meaning. 

Homnu.. Sard . 

• - camu tuatcbat 8omDUll!J&r.Ll.'· 
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APPENDIX. 

Instruments of the ancient Engravers, p. 107. 

IN the earliest attempts to engrave figures upon stones to be 
used as seals we may conclude from the common analogy of such 
processes that the tools first employed were the splinters of flint 
or Obsidian of which all their other cutting implements were 
formed, and which continued, long after the use of metal had 
become general, to furnish the cheaper and easily-lost class of 
articles, such as arrow-heads, &c. The words of Herodotus de
scribing those of the Ethiopians in Xerxes' army are, "arrows 
headed with a stone brought to a point, the same sort by means 
of which they engrave their seals." Now, inasmuch as every art 
known to this barbarous people must have been introduced 
among them from their neighbours the Egyptians, and all 
remains both small and great in Ethiopia plainly discover an 
Egyptian origin, their signets, likewise, could hardly have 
differed from those of their instructors in all the arts, as innu
merable specimens sufficiently prove. Hence we may conclude 
that all the scarabs so plentiful in Steaschists, Syenite, and other 
soft stones, were worked out by means of flint-flakes fashioned 
into rude graving tools and mounted in handles, as the diamond
splinters subsequently were. In addition to this instrument the 
softness of the stones worked upon would allow the engravings 
to be executed by means of a narrow bronze chisel, which an 
examination of the cutting of the intaglio will often indicate as 
the sole tool employed, the lines and hollows having evidently 
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1'HE DEVONSHIRE GEMS. . Arl'. 

A bust of Oliver Cromwell (255) is evidently a contemporary 
work, and much in the style of the famous medallist Simon, 
though it is not stated that he ever worked in gems. 

And to conolude this hasty sketch, the seal (433) deserves 
notice for its very elegant and novel form, the shank being a 
C(li1ed serpent rising from an altar. 

lW>y1oD1an CyliDcler. 
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